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Abstract
We use local Hamiltonian torus actions to degenerate a symplectic manifold to a normal cross-
ings symplectic variety in a smooth one-parameter family. This construction, motivated in part
by the Gross-Siebert and B. Parker’s programs, contains a multifold version of the usual (two-
fold) symplectic cut construction and in particular splits a symplectic manifold into several
symplectic manifolds containing normal crossings symplectic divisors with shared irreducible
components in one step.
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1 Introduction
Flat one-parameter families of degenerations are an important tool in algebraic geometry and raise
considerable interest in related areas of symplectic topology. The Gross-Siebert program [9] for
a direct proof of mirror symmetry has highlighted in particular the significance of log smooth
degenerations to log smooth algebraic varieties. A central part of this program is the study of
Gromov-Witten invariants (which are fundamentally symplectic topology invariants) under such
degenerations. It is undertaken from an algebro-geometric perspective in [1, 4, 10]. The almost
complex analogue of the log smooth category provided by the exploded manifold category of [16] un-
derlines a similar study of Gromov-Witten invariants in [17]. Log smooth varieties include varieties
with normal crossings (or NC) singularities, i.e. singularities of the form z1. . .zN “0 in complex coor-
dinates. Purely symplectic topology notions of NC symplectic variety and of smooth one-parameter
family of degenerations to such a variety are introduced in [5, 6]. The main construction of this
paper uses a collection of compatible Hamiltonian torus actions, i.e. an N -fold cutting configuration
in the sense of Definition 1.2, to degenerate a symplectic manifold to an NC symplectic variety in
a smooth one-parameter family.
The now classical symplectic cut construction of [11] decomposes a symplectic manifold pX,ωq
into two symplectic manifolds, pX´, ω´q and pX`, ω`q, using an S1-action with a Hamiltonian h
on an open subset W of X. This construction cuts X into closed subsets Uď and Uě along a
separating real hypersurface rV “ h´1paq and collapses their boundary rV to a smooth symplectic
divisor V “ rV {S1 inside pX´, ω´q and pX`, ω`q. The associated “wedge”
X∅ ” X´YVX`
is an SC symplectic variety associated with a 2-fold simple crossings (or SC) symplectic configuration
in the sense of Definition 2.5.
The main construction of this paper, described in Section 4, contains a multifold version of the
construction of [11]. We use an N -fold cutting configuration C in particular to decompose a
symplectic manifold pX,ωq into N symplectic manifolds pXi, ωiq at once. This construction cuts X
into closed subsets Uďi along separating real hypersurfaces U
ď
ij “ h´1ij p0q for Hamiltonians hij
generating S1-actions on open subsets Wij of X. These subsets U
ď
i have boundary and corners
UďI ”
č
jPI´i
Uďij Ă Uďi , tiu Ĺ I Ă
 
1, . . . , N
(
.
We collapse these UďI to symplectic submanifolds XI ĂXi with I Q i which form an SC symplectic
divisor in Xi in the sense of Definition 2.1. The entire collection tXIu determines an SC symplectic
variety X∅. This output of our main construction corresponds to the two middle statements in
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Theorem 1 in Section 3.3. The output described by the remainder of Theorem 1 and by Theorem 2
endows the basic output of Theorem 1 with a rich geometric structure desirable for a range of
applications; this structure is summarized below.
The normal bundles of the symplectic divisor V in the symplectic manifolds pX´, ω´q and pX`, ω`q
arising from a symplectic cut construction of [11] are canonically dual. The symplectic sum con-
struction of [8] thus determines a deformation equivalence class of nearly regular symplectic fibrations`
Z, ωZ , π : ZÝÑC
˘
s.t. π´1p0q “ X∅ Ă Z ; (1.1)
see Definition 2.6. If rV is compact, the symplectic deformation equivalence class of a fiber
Zλ”π´1pλq of π is independent of the choice of λ P C˚ sufficiently small. It is then called a
symplectic sum X´#VX` of X´ and X` and is symplectically deformation equivalent to pX,ωq.
The constructions of [11] and [8] together thus provide a symplectic topology analogue of the
algebro-geometric notion of smooth one-parameter family of degenerations of a smooth algebraic
variety to two smooth algebraic varieties joined along a smooth algebraic divisor.
The main construction of this paper uses an N -fold cutting configuration C for pX,ωq to produce
a symplectic manifold pZ, ωZq which contains the tuple pXi, ωiqNi“1 of the symplectic manifolds
cut out from X by C as an SC symplectic divisor. The cutting configuration C also determines
an N -fold Hamiltonian configuration for pZ, ωZq in the sense of Definition 1.1 and a deformation
equivalence class of maps as in (1.1) that restrict to nearly regular symplectic fibrations on suffi-
ciently small neighborhoods Z 1 of X∅. One implication for the well-known N “ 2 case is that the
domain of the map π in (1.1) can be taken inside of a symplectic manifold completely determined
by the data pW,φ, h, aq of the symplectic cut construction of [11]. If X is compact, then the fiber
of π|Z 1 over every sufficiently small value λPR` is canonically isomorphic to the original symplectic
manifold pX,ωq with the cutting configuration C ; see Theorem 2. The full output of the construc-
tions of Sections 4 and 5, described in Theorems 1 and 2, thus provides a symplectic topology
analogue of the algebro-geometric notion of smooth one-parameter family of degenerations of a
smooth algebraic variety to an NC algebraic variety.
By [6, Proposition 5.1], a fibration π : Z 1ÝÑC as above determines a homotopy class of trivializa-
tions of the normal bundle OXBpX∅q of the singular locus XB of X∅. We show in [7] that the multi-
fold symplectic sum/smoothing construction of [6] and the multifold symplectic cut/degeneration
construction of Sections 4 and 5 are mutual inverses as operations between the deformation equiv-
alences classes of compact SC symplectic varieties with trivializations of the normal bundle of the
singular locus and of compact symplectic manifolds with cutting configurations. This can be seen
explicitly in the basic local setting of Section 6.2.
For N PZ`, we define
rN s “  1, . . . , N(, P˚pNq “  IĂrN s : I‰∅(, pS1qN‚ “ "peiθiqiPrNs PpS1qN: ź
iPrNs
eiθi“1
*
.
The Lie algebra of the codimension 1 subtorus pS1qN‚ ĂpS1qN and its dual are given by
tN ;‚ “
 priqiPrNs PRN : ÿ
iPrNs
ri“0
(
and t˚N ;‚ “ RN
L pa, . . . , aqPRN : aPR(, (1.2)
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respectively. For IĂrN s, we identify pS1qI with the subgroup peiθiqiPrNs PpS1qN : eiθi“1 @ iPrN s´I(
of pS1qN in the natural way and let
pS1qI‚”pS1qN‚ XpS1qI .
Denote by tI;‚Ă tN ;‚ the Lie algebra of pS1qI‚ and by t˚I;‚ its dual. For i, j PIĂrN s, the homomor-
phism
t˚I;‚“RI
L pa, . . . , aqPRI : aPR( ÝÑ R, η”“pakqkPI‰ ÝÑ ηij”aj´ai ,
is well-defined. We write pηqiăpηqj (resp. pηqiďpηqj , pηqi“pηqj) if 0ăηij (resp. 0ďηij , 0“ηij).
Definition 1.1. Let N PZ` and pX,ωq be a symplectic manifold. An N -fold Hamiltonian configu-
ration for pX,ωq is a tuple
C ” `UI , φI , µI˘IPP˚pNq, (1.3)
where pUIqIPP˚pNq is an open cover of X and φI is a Hamiltonian pS1qI‚-action on UI with moment
map µI , such that
paq UIXUJ“∅ unless IĂJ or JĂI;
pbq µJpxq|tI;‚“µIpxq for all xPUIXUJ and IĂJĂrN s;
pcq pµJpxqqiăpµJpxqqj for all xPUIXUJ , iPIĂJĂrN s, and j PJ´I.
Definition 1.2. An N -fold cutting configuration for pX,ωq is an N -fold Hamiltonian configuration
as in (1.3) such that the restriction of the pS1qI‚-action φI to pS1qI0‚ is free on the preimage of
0P t˚I0;‚ under the moment map
µI0;I :
 
xPUI:
`
µIpxq˘ iă
`
µIpxq˘ j @ iPI0, j PI´I0
( ÝÑ t˚I0;‚, µI0;Ipxq“µIpxqˇˇtI0;‚ , (1.4)
for all I0ĂIĂrN s with I0‰∅.
We specify our conventions concerning moment maps for Hamiltonian actions on symplectic man-
ifolds and identifications of Lie algebras in Section 3.1. An N -fold Hamiltonian configuration is
determined by the 2N´N´1 actions φI by the non-trivial subtori pS1qI‚ĂpS1qN and their moment
maps µI on open subsets UI of X. As described in Section 3.2, such a collection can alternatively
be specified by
`
N
2
˘
Hamiltonian S1-actions φij and their Hamiltonians hij on (generally) larger
open subsets of X. The usual symplectic cut construction of [11] is the N“2 case of this alterna-
tive description, which identifies pS1q2‚ with S1 by projection to one of the components of pS1q2.
Simple examples of N -fold Hamiltonian and cutting configurations are described in Section 6.2.
The output of the constructions of Sections 4 and 5 for the cutting configurations of Section 6.2
can be readily identified; see Proposition 6.4.
If the domain UrNs of the action φrNs by the largest subtorus pS1qN‚ ĂpS1qN is the entire manifoldX,
the remaining actions φI and moment maps µI are the restrictions of φrNs and µrNs, respectively,
to UI . As described in Section 6.1, the symplectic manifolds pZ, ωZq and pXi, ωiq are then obtained
through a single application of the symplectic reduction of [13, 12]. There is also a natural nearly
4
regular fibration π as in (1.1) defined on the entire manifold Z. If in addition X is compact,
pZ, ωZ , πq can be replaced by a compact symplectic manifold p pZa, ω pZ;aq for each aPR` sufficiently
large and an S1-equivariant nearly regular symplectic fibration
pπ : pZa ÝÑ P1 s.t. pπ´1p0q “ X∅ Ă pZa ; (1.5)
see Section 6.3. In Sections 6.4 and 6.5, we relate on the setup for and the output of the main
constructions of this paper to the moment polytopes arising from the Atiyah-Guillemin-Sternberg
Convexity Theorem; see Theorem 3 and Proposition 6.10.
The notions of normal crossings symplectic singularities and of smoothings of such singularities
introduced in [5] and [6], respectively, are recalled in Section 2. Section 3.3 contains the main
statements of this paper, Theorems 1 and 2; they describe the output of our multifold symplectic
cut/degeneration construction. The SC symplectic configuration determined by a cutting configu-
ration and the symplectic manifold containing the associated SC symplectic variety are constructed
in Section 4; this establishes Theorem 1. Section 5 endows a neighborhood of this symplectic va-
riety with the structure of a one-parameter family of smoothings and establishes Theorem 2.
We would like to thank A. Cannas da Silva, M. McLean, B. Parker, and A. Pires for related
discussions and E. Lerman for pointing out related literature.
2 Notation and terminology
For IĂrN s, define
PIpNq “
 
J PP˚pNq : IĂJ(.
For iPrN s, we write PtiupNq as PipNq. For i, j PrN s distinct, we write Pti,jupNq as PijpNq.
2.1 Normal crossings symplectic varieties
We now recall the notions of simple crossings (or SC) symplectic divisor and variety introduced,
described in more detail, and illustrated with examples in [5, Section 2.1].
Let X be a (smooth) manifold. For any submanifold V ĂX, let
NXV ” TX|V
TV
ÝÑ V
denote the normal bundle of V in X. For a collection tViuiPS of submanifolds of X and IĂS, let
VI ”
č
iPI
Vi Ă X .
Such a collection is called transverse if any subcollection tViuiPI of these submanifolds intersects
transversely, i.e. the homomorphism
TxX ‘
à
iPI
TxVi ÝÑ
à
iPI
TxX,
`
v, pviqiPI
˘ ÝÑ pv`viqiPI , (2.1)
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is surjective for every xPVI . Each subspace VIĂX is then a submanifold of X.
If X is an oriented manifold, a transverse collection tViuiPS of oriented submanifolds of X of even
codimensions induces an orientation on each submanifold VI ĂX with |I| ě 2, which we call the
intersection orientation of VI . If VI is zero-dimensional, it is a discrete collection of points in X
and the homomorphism (2.1) is an isomorphism at each point x PVI ; the intersection orientation
of VI at xPVI then corresponds to a plus or minus sign, depending on whether this isomorphism is
orientation-preserving or orientation-reversing. For convenience, we call the original orientations
of X“V∅ and Vi“Vtiu the intersection orientations of these submanifolds VI of X with |I|ă2.
Suppose pX,ωq is a symplectic manifold and tViuiPS is a transverse collection of submanifolds of X
such that each VI is a symplectic submanifold of pX,ωq. Each VI then carries an orientation induced
by ω|VI , which we call the ω-orientation. If VI is zero-dimensional, it is automatically a symplectic
submanifold of pX,ωq; the ω-orientation of VI at each point x P VI corresponds to the plus sign
by definition. By the previous paragraph, the ω-orientations of X and Vi with i P I also induce
intersection orientations on all VI . By definition, the intersection and symplectic orientations of VI
agree if |I|ă2.
Definition 2.1. Let pX,ωq be a symplectic manifold. An SC symplectic divisor in pX,ωq is a
finite transverse collection tViuiPS of closed submanifolds of X of codimension 2 such that VI is a
symplectic submanifold of pX,ωq for every IĂS and the intersection and ω-orientations of VI agree.
Definition 2.2. Let X be a manifold and tViuiPS be a finite transverse collection of closed sub-
manifolds of X of codimension 2. A symplectic structure on tViuiPS in X is a symplectic form ω
on X such that VI is a symplectic submanifold of pX,ωq for all IĂS.
For X and tViuiPS as in Definition 2.2, we denote by Symp`pX, tViuiPSq the space of all symplectic
structures ω on tViuiPS in X such that tViuiPS is an SC symplectic divisor in pX,ωq.
Definition 2.3. Let N PZ`. An N -fold transverse configuration is a tuple tXIuIPP˚pNq of manifolds
such that tXijujPrNs´i is a transverse collection of submanifolds of Xi for each iPrN s and
Xtij1,...,ijku ”
kč
m“1
Xijm “ Xij1...jk @ j1, . . . , jk P rN s´i.
Definition 2.4. Let N PZ` and X”tXIuIPP˚pNq be an N -fold transverse configuration such that
Xij is a closed submanifold of Xi of codimension 2 for all i, j PrN s distinct. A symplectic structure
on X is a tuple
pωiqiPrNs P
Nź
i“1
Symp
`
Xi, tXijujPrNs´i
˘
such that ωi1 |Xi1i2 “ωi2|Xi1i2 for all i1, i2 PrN s.
For X”tXIuIPP˚pNq as in Definition 2.3, define
X∅ “
ˆ Nğ
i“1
Xi
˙N
„, Xi Q x „ x P Xj @ x P Xij Ă Xi,Xj , i ‰ j , (2.2)
XB ”
ď
IĂrNs
|I|“2
XI Ă X∅ . (2.3)
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For X as in Definition 2.4, denote by Symp`pXq the space of all symplectic structures pωiqiPrNs on
X such that tXijujPrNs´i is an SC symplectic divisor in pXi, ωiq for each iPrN s.
Definition 2.5. Let N PZ`. An N -fold simple crossings (or SC) symplectic configuration is a tuple
X “ `pXIqIPP˚pNq, pωiqiPrNs˘ (2.4)
such that tXIuIPP˚pNq is an N -fold transverse configuration, Xij is a closed submanifold of Xi
of codimension 2 for all i, j P rN s distinct, and pωiqiPrNs P Symp`pXq. The SC symplectic variety
associated to such a tuple X is the pair pX∅, pωiqiPrNsq.
The basic local example of an SC symplectic variety is the union of the N coordinate hyperplanes
in CN with the restrictions of the standard symplectic form on CN , i.e. the λ “ 0 case of the
hypersurface X in (6.26). This is the SC symplectic variety associated to the SC symplectic
configuration (6.23) and is central fiber of the one-parameter family (6.24) of degenerations of the
smooth symplectic manifolds X in (6.26) with λ ‰ 0 and arises from the basic local symplectic
cutting configuration of Section 6.2.
2.2 Divisors, line bundles, and smoothability
Suppose pX,ωq is a symplectic manifold and V ĂX is a smooth symplectic divisor, i.e. |S|“ 1 in
the notation of Definition 2.1. The normal bundle of V in X,
NXV ” TX|V
TV
« TV ω ”  vPTxX : xPV, ωpv,wq“0 @wPTxV ( ÝÑ V, (2.5)
then inherits a fiberwise symplectic form ω|NXV from ω. The space of complex structures on
the fibers of (2.5) compatible with (resp. tamed by) ω|NXV is non-empty and contractible; we
call such complex structures ω-compatible (resp. ω-tame). Fix an identification Ψ of a tubular
neighborhood DǫXV of V in NXV with a tubular neighborhood of V in X (i.e. a regularization of V
in X in the sense of [5, Definition 2.8]) and an ω-tame complex structure i on NXV . Let
OXpV q “
`
Ψ´1˚π˚NXVNXV |ΨpDǫXV q \ pX´V qˆC
˘L„, (2.6)
Ψ´1˚π˚NXVNXV |ΨpDǫXV q Q
`
Ψpvq, v, cv˘ „ `Ψpvq, c˘ P pX´V qˆC.
This is a complex line bundle over X. The space of pairs pΨ, iq involved in explicitly constructing
this line bundle is contractible.
Suppose X is an SC symplectic configuration as in (2.4). If i, j, k P rN s are distinct, the inclusion
pXjk,XijkqÝÑpXj ,Xijq induces an isomorphism
NXjkXijk ”
TXjk|Xijk
TXijk
ÝÑ TXj|Xijk
TXij|Xijk
” NXjXij
ˇˇ
Xijk
of rank 2 oriented real vector bundles over Xijk; see the last third of [6, Section 2.1]. In particular,
the rank 2 oriented real vector bundles NXjXij |Xijk and NXkXik|Xijk are canonically identified
with NXjkXijk. We can thus choose a collection
Ψij;j : N
1
ij;j ÝÑ Xj , i, j PrN s, i‰j,
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of identifications of tubular neighborhoods of Xij in NXjXij and in Xj and a collection of ωj-tame
complex structures iij;j on the vector bundles Nij;j so that
Ψij;j
ˇˇ
N 1ij;jXNXjkXijk
“ Ψik;k
ˇˇ
N 1
ik;k
XNXjkXijk
and iij;j
ˇˇ
NXjk
Xijk
“ iik;k
ˇˇ
NXjk
Xijk
(2.7)
for all i, j, kPrN s with k, j‰ i.
For i, j PrN s distinct, let OXj pXijq be the complex line bundle over Xj constructed as in (2.6) using
the identification Ψij;j and the complex structure iij;j. By (2.7), there are canonical identifications
OXj pXijq
ˇˇ
Xijk
“ OXjkpXijkq “ OXkpXikq
ˇˇ
Xijk
for all i, j, kPrN s with j, k‰ i. For each iPrN s,
OXci pXiq ”
ˆ ğ
jPrNs´tiu
OXj pXijq
N˙
„ÝÑ Xci ”
ď
jPrNs´tiu
Xj Ă X∅ , (2.8)
OXj pXijq
ˇˇ
Xijk
Q u „ u P OXkpXikq
ˇˇ
Xijk
@ i, j, kPrN s, j, k‰ i,
is thus a well-defined complex line bundle. Let OXBpXiq“OXci pXiq|XB . We call the complex line
bundle
OXBpX∅q ”
Nâ
i“1
OXBpXiq (2.9)
the normal bundle of the singular locus XB in X∅. The space of the collections of pairs pΨij;j, iij;jq
involved in explicitly constructing this line bundle is contractible.
The notions of smooth families of varieties and of smoothings of singular varieties play important
roles in algebraic geometry. Analogues of these notions in the category of SC symplectic varieties
are introduced in [6].
Definition 2.6 ([6, Definition 2.6]). If pZ, ωZq is a symplectic manifold and ∆ Ă C is a disk
centered at the origin, a smooth surjective map π : ZÝÑ∆ is a nearly regular symplectic fibration if
‚ Z0”π´1p0q “ X1Y. . .YXN for some SC symplectic divisor tXiuiPrNs in pZ, ωZq,
‚ π is a submersion outside of the submanifolds XI with |I|ě2,
‚ for every λP∆´t0u, the restriction ωλ of ωZ to Zλ ” π´1pλq is nondegenerate.
We call a nearly regular symplectic fibration as in Definition 2.6 a one-parameter family of smoothings
of the SC variety pX∅, pωiqiPrNsq associated to the SC symplectic configuration (2.4) with
XI “
č
iPI
Xi Ă Z0 Ă Z @ I PP˚pNq .
By [6, Theorem 2.7], some SC symplectic variety pX∅, pω1iqiPrNsq deformation equivalent to
pX∅, pωiqiPrNsq admits a one-parameter family of smoothings if and only if the line bundle (2.9)
admits a trivialization (or equivalently its Chern class vanishes). Furthermore, the germ of the
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deformation equivalence class of such a smoothing is determined by a homotopy class of trivializa-
tions of (2.9).
If the SC symplectic variety X∅ associated with an SC symplectic configuration X is compact, we
call the fiber of a one-parameter family of smoothings of X∅ over a point in a small punctured
disk ∆˚ around the origin a symplectic sum for X. Each such fiber comes with a natural cutting
configuration. The concern of Corollary 3.2 with the trivializations of the line bundle (2.9) is
in preparation for showing in [7] that the symplectic cut/degeneration construction of this paper
and the symplectic sum/smoothing construction of [6] are mutual inverses as morphisms between
appropriate categories.
2.3 Families of symplectic varieties
We also need family versions of Definitions 2.4 and 2.6, especially over the interval I”r0, 1s.
Definition 2.7. Let B be a manifold, possibly with boundary.
(1) A smooth map πX : X ÝÑ B is a family of manifolds over B if BX “ π´1X pBBq and πX is a
submersion.
(2) A family of symplectic manifolds over B is a tuple pX, ωX, πXq, where πX : XÝÑB is a family of
manifolds over B and ωX is a 2-form on X such that`
Xt, ωt
˘ ” `π´1X ptq, ω|Xt˘
is a symplectic manifold for every tPB.
Definition 2.8. Let N PZ` and B be a manifold, possibly with boundary.
(1) A family of N -fold transverse configurations over B is a tuple tπI : XI ÝÑ BuIPP˚pNq, where
tXIuIPP˚pNq is an N -fold transverse configuration and πI : XI ÝÑB is a family of manifolds
over B for each I PP˚pNq such that πI“πi|XI for all iPIĂrN s.
(2) A family of N -fold SC symplectic configurations over B is a tuple`pπI : XIÝÑBqIPP˚pNq, pωiqiPrNs˘,
where tπI : XIÝÑBuIPP˚pNq is a family of N -fold transverse configurations over B and ωi is a
2-form on Xi for each iPrN s such that`pXt;IqIPP˚pNq, pωt;iqiPrNs˘ ” `pπ´1I ptqqIPP˚pNq, pωiqiPrNs˘
is an N -fold SC symplectic configuration for every tPB.
We call a family pωtqtPB of 2-forms on a manifold X smooth if the induced 2-form on BˆX given by
ωt,xpv,wq “
#
ωt|xpv,wq, if v,wPTxX;
0, if vPTtB;
is smooth. Let X”tXIuIPP˚pNq be an N -fold transverse configuration,`
ωt;i
˘
iPrNs
P Symp`pXq @ tPB,
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and ωi be the 2-form on BˆXi induced by the family
`
ωt;i
˘
tPB
. If the family pωt;iqtPB of 2-forms
on Xi is smooth for every i P rN s and πI : BˆXI ÝÑXI is the component projection map, then
the tuple `pπI : XI”BˆXI ÝÑ BqIPP˚pNq, pωiqiPrNs˘
is a family of N -fold SC symplectic configurations over B.
Suppose the fibers of the submersions πI in Definition 2.8(1) are compact. These projections are
then locally trivial, i.e. for every t0PB there exist a neighborhood U of t0 in B and a diffeomorphism
ΞI : XI |U ”π´1I pUq ÝÑ Uˆπ´1I pt0q
such that πI |XI |U “πU ˝ΞI , where
πU : Uˆπ´1I pt0q ÝÑ U
is the component projection map. By the same reasoning as in the proof of [5, Proposition 4.2],
the diffeomorphisms ΞI can be chosen so that
ΞI “ Ξi|π´1
I
pUq @ iPIĂrN s.
This implies that any family of compact N -fold transverse configurations is locally trivial. Thus, we
can identify a family of N -fold SC symplectic configurations over I with a smooth path pωt;iqiPrNs
in Symp`pXq for some N -fold transverse configuration X.
Given a family tπI : XIÝÑBuIPP˚pNq of transverse configurations, we define fiber bundles
π∅ : X∅ ÝÑ B and πB : XB ÝÑ B
similarly to (2.2) and (2.3). For each tPB, let
Xt;∅ “ π´1∅ ptq and Xt;B “ π´1B ptq.
The precise definition of the total space of the complex line bundle OXBpX∅q in (2.9) depends on
the choices of identifications Ψij;j of neighborhoods of Xij in Xj and in Xj and of the ωj-tame
complex structures iij;j on (the fibers of) NXjXij that satisfy (2.7), respectively. For a family of
SC symplectic configurations as in Definition 2.8(2), such choices can be made continuously with
respect to tPB. We then obtain a complex line bundle
OXBpX∅q ÝÑ XB s.t. OXBpX∅q
ˇˇ
Xt;B
“ OXt;BpXt;∅q @ tPB . (2.10)
We call a family p~tqtPB of homotopy classes of trivializations of OXt;BpXt;∅q continuous if for each
t0 PB there exist a neighborhood U of t0 in B and a trivialization Φ of OXBpX∅q|π´1B pUq such that
Φ|Xt;B P~t for every tPU .
Suppose X is an N -fold transverse configuration as in Definition 2.4,`
ω0;i
˘
iPrNs
,
`
ω1;i
˘
iPrNs
P Symp`pXq
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lie in the same topological component of Symp`pXq, and the associated line bundle (2.9) admits
a trivialization. Let ~0 and ~1 be homotopy classes of trivializations of the line bundles OXBpX∅q
corresponding to the SC symplectic configurations determined by pω0;iqiPrNs and pω1;iqiPrNs, respec-
tively. We define ~0 “ ~1 if there exist a smooth path pωt;iqiPrNs in Symp`pXq and a continuous
family p~tqtPB of homotopy classes of trivializations of the corresponding line bundles OXt;BpXt;∅q.
Definition 2.9. Let B be a manifold, possibly with boundary.
(1) A family of nearly regular symplectic fibrations over B is a tuple pZ , ωZ , π, πZ q, where
pZ , ωZ , πZ q is a family of symplectic manifolds over B and π : Z ÝÑ C is a smooth map
such that `
Zt, ωZ ;t, πt
˘ ” `π´1
Z
ptq, ωZ |Zt , π|Zt
˘
(2.11)
is a nearly regular symplectic fibration for every tPB.
(2) Let pXt;∅qtPB be the family of SC symplectic varieties associated with a family of N -fold SC
symplectic configurations over B as in Definition 2.8(2). A family of one-parameter families
of smoothings of pXt;∅qtPB is a family pZ , ωZ , π, πZ q of nearly regular symplectic fibrations
over B such that (2.11) is a one-parameter family of smoothings of Xt;∅ for every tPB.
Suppose pZ , ωZ , πZ q is a family of symplectic manifolds over B, pXt;∅qtPB is as in Definition 2.9(2),
and Xt;∅ Ă Zt is an SC symplectic divisor for every t P B. We call a family phtqtPB of germs of
homotopy classes of one-parameter families pZ 1t , ωZ |Z 1t , πtq of smoothings of Xt;∅ with Z 1t ĂZt con-
tinuous if for each t0 PB there exist a neighborhood U of t0 in B and a family pZ 1, ωZ |Z 1 , π, πZ |Z 1q
of one-parameter families of smoothings of pXt;∅qtPU with Z 1ĂZ such that pZ 1t , ωZ |Z 1t , πtqPht for
every tPB.
3 Main setup and output
We review basic notions from Hamiltonian symplectic geometry, specifying our conventions, in
Section 3.1. In Section 3.2, we study the notions of Hamiltonian and cutting configurations of
Definitions 1.1 and 1.2. Simple local examples of such configurations are described in Section 6.2.
Section 6.4 provides a plethora of Hamiltonian and cutting configurations for symplectic manifolds
with Hamiltonian torus actions. Theorems 1 and 2, stated in Section 3.3 and proved in Sections 4
and 5, describe the output determined by a cutting configuration via the multifold symplectic
cut/degeneration construction of this paper.
3.1 Torus actions and moment maps
The characteristic vector field of a (smooth) S1-action
φ : S1ˆX ÝÑ X
on a manifold X is the vector field ζφ on X given by
ζφpxq “ d
dθ
φpeiθ;x˘ˇˇˇˇ
θ“0
P TxX @ xPX .
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If pX,ωq is a symplectic manifold, a Hamiltonian for an S1-action φ on X as above is a smooth map
h : XÝÑR such that
´dh “ ιζφω ” ωpζφ, ¨q;
such a function h is S1-invariant. For example, a Hamiltonian for the S1-action
φ : S1ˆCN ÝÑ CN , φpeiθ; z1, . . . , zN
˘ “ `z1, . . . , zi´1, eiθzi, zi`1, . . . , zN˘,
on CN with the standard symplectic form
ωCN ” dx1^dy1 ` . . .` dxN^dyN
is given by
h : CN ÝÑ R, hpz1, . . . , zN q“ 1
2
|zi|2 .
An S1-action φ on pX,ωq is called Hamiltonian if a Hamiltonian h for φ exists. In such a case, h is
well-defined up to a constant (on each connected component of X).
For a k-torus T«pS1qk, we denote by t its Lie algebra and by t˚ the dual of t. A smooth map
φ : TˆX ÝÑ X (3.1)
and an element ξP t determine a vector field ξφ on X by
ξφpxq “ dpid,xqφpξ, 0q P TxX @ xPX.
If pX,ωq is a symplectic manifold, a moment map for a T-action φ on X as in (3.1) is a T-invariant
smooth map
µ : X ÝÑ t˚ s.t. ´ d@µp¨q, ξD “ ιξφω @ ξP t .
An T-action φ on pX,ωq is called Hamiltonian if a moment map µ for φ exists. In such a case,
µ is well-defined up to a constant (on each connected component of X). A Hamiltonian T-pair
for a symplectic manifold pX,ωq is a pair pφ, µq consisting of a Hamiltonian action φ of a torus T
on pX,ωq and a moment map µ for this action.
We identify the Lie algebra t1 of S
1 and its dual t˚1 with R by the dual homomorphisms
R ÝÑ t1, r ÝÑ ξr” d
dθ
`
eirθ
˘ˇˇˇˇ
θ“0
P TidS1, t˚1 ÝÑ R, η ÝÑ
@
η, ξ1
D P R. (3.2)
In particular, ζφ “ pξ1qφ. The composition of the second homomorphism above with a moment
map µ for an S1-action φ on pX,ωq is a Hamiltonian for this action. An isomorphism T« pS1qk
and the identifications (3.2) determine identifications
t « Rk and t˚ « Rk .
A T-action φ on X then corresponds to a tuple pφiqiPrks of commuting S1-actions on X. A mo-
ment map µ for a T-action φ on pX,ωq corresponds to a tuple phiqiPrks of Hamiltonians for the
S1-actions φi preserved by all S
1-actions, i.e.
hi
`
φjpeiθ;xq
˘ “ hipxq @ peiθ;xq P S1ˆX, i, j Prks.
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3.2 Hamiltonian and cutting configurations
A Hamiltonian configuration (1.3) can alternatively be described in terms of compatible S1-actions
as follows. For i, j PZ, define
sij “
$’&’%
1, if iąj;
0, if i“j;
´1, if iăj.
For iPIĂrN s, the homomorphism
̺I;i : pS1qI´i ÝÑ pS1qI ,
`
̺I;i
`peiθjqjPI´i˘˘ k “
$&%
ś
jPI´i
e´isijθj , if k“ i;
eisikθk , if kPI´i;
(3.3)
is an isomorphism onto pS1qI‚. The induced homomorphism on the duals of the Lie algebras, 
did̺I;i
(˚
: RI ÝÑ RI´i, pajqjPI ÝÑ
`
sijpaj´aiq
˘
jPI
, (3.4)
descends to an isomorphism from t˚I;‚ to R
I´i. Via the isomorphisms (3.3) and (3.4), the tuple
pφI , µIqIPP˚pNq in (1.3) corresponds to smooth maps
φij“φji : S1ˆ
ď
IPPijpNq
UI ÝÑ
ď
IPPijpNq
UI and hij“hji :
ď
IPPijpNq
UI ÝÑ R (3.5)
with i, j P rN s distinct so that φij are commuting S1-actions with Hamiltonians hij preserved by
all these actions and satisfying
sijhij|UI ` sjkhjk|UI “ sikhik|UI
for all i, j, kPIĂrN s.
Since pS1qI‚ is a torus of dimension |I|´1, the “actions” φtiu with iPrN s in (1.3) are trivial. In the
N “ 1 case of Definition 1.2, the open cover consists of the single set U1“X. There are no torus
actions then; the output of Sections 4 and 5 is then simply
pX1, ω1q “ pX,ωq, pZ, ωZq “
`
XˆC, π˚1ω`π˚2ωC
˘
, π“π2 : ZÝÑ C .
TheN“2 case corresponds to the setting in the symplectic cut construction of [11] with a separating
hypersurface rV “ U12;12 ” µ´112 p0q Ă U12 .
In this case, U12 is an open neighborhood of rV with an action of pS1q2‚ « S1. The open subsets
U1, U2ĂX can be taken to be the unions of the topological components of X´ rV so that
pµ12pxqq1ăpµ12pxqq2 @xPU1XU12 and pµ12pxqq2ăpµ12pxqq1 @xPU2XU12;
see Definition 1.1pcq. This implies that rV is closed in X (and not just in U12).
Let C be an N -fold Hamiltonian configuration for pX,ωq as in (1.3). We call a subset Y Ă X
C -invariant if
φI
`pS1qI‚ˆpY XUIq˘ “ Y XUI @ I PP˚pNq.
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For such a subset, let
C |Y “
`
Y XUI , φI |pS1qI‚ˆpYXUIq, µI |YXUI
˘
IPP˚pNq
.
If in addition Y is a symplectic submanifold of pX,ωq, then C |Y is an N -fold Hamiltonian configu-
ration for pY, ω|Y q; we call it the restriction of C to Y . If C is a cutting configuration, then so is C |Y .
If pUIqIPP˚pNq is a collection of subsets of X, another collection pU 1IqIPP˚pNq of subsets of X refines
pUIqIPP˚pNq if U 1I Ă UI for all I P P˚pNq. We call such a refinement proper if U 1I Ă UI for all
I PP˚pNq. If C is an N -fold Hamiltonian configuration for pX,ωq as in (1.3), we call a collection
pU 1IqIPP˚pNq of subsets of X refining pUIqIPP˚pNq C -invariant if
φI
`pS1qI‚ˆU 1I˘ “ U 1I @ I P P˚pNq.
If in addition each U 1I is open and the union of these subsets is X
1ĂX, then
C
1 ” `U 1I , φI |pS1qI‚ˆU 1I , µI |U 1I˘IPP˚pNq (3.6)
is an N -fold Hamiltonian configuration for pX 1, ω|X1q; we call it the restriction of C to pU 1IqIPP˚pNq.
If C is a cutting configuration, then so is C 1. Restricting to an open refinement covering X has
no effect on the cut symplectic manifolds pXi, ωiq, their submanifolds pXI , ωIq, the symplectic
manifold pZ, ωZq, or the deformation equivalence class of the fibration π : Z 1ÝÑC constructed in
Sections 4 and 5, but refines the open cover tX˝I uIPPipNq of each Xi and the open cover tZ˝I uIPP˚pNq
of Z determined by C .
According to Definition 1.1pcq,
pµJpxqqiăpµJpxqqj @ xPUIXUJ , iPIĂJĂrN s, j PJ´I.
We call an N -fold Hamiltonian configuration as in (1.3) maximal if 
xPUJ : pµJpxqqiăpµJpxqqj @ iPI, j PJ´I
( Ă UI (3.7)
whenever I, J P P˚pNq and I Ă J . The condition (3.7) is automatically satisfied if I “ J . The
N“1, 2 configurations described above and the configuration (6.4) with a Hamiltonian pS1qN‚ -
action on the entire symplectic manifold pX,ωq are maximal. Special cases of the latter include
the basic local N -fold configuration (6.27) and the configuration (6.63) for a symplectic manifold
with a Hamiltonian action of an abstract torus. For a maximal Hamiltonian configuration, the
set of conditions of Definition 1.2 indexed by the pairs I0 Ă I reduces to its subset with I0 “ I.
In light of the second statement in Lemma 4.1, maximal cutting configurations give rise to open
covers tX˝I uIPPipNq of the cut symplectic manifolds Xi in the spirit of toric and tropical geometries
(i.e. similar to Zariski open sets in algebraic geometry). For such configurations, each X˝I contains
the submanifold XI outside of the submanifolds XJ with JĽI (the real codimension of XJ in XI
is 2p|J |´|I|q).
A maximal N -fold Hamiltonian configuration can be obtained from any given N -fold Hamiltonian
configuration (1.3) by taking
U 1I “ UI Y
ď
JPPI pNq
 
xPUJ : pµJpxqqiăpµJpxqqj @ iPI, j PJ´I
(
,
φ1Ipg;xq “ φJpg;xq, µ1Ipxq “ µJpxq
ˇˇ
tI;‚
@ gPpS1qI‚, xPU 1IXUJ , J PPIpNq.
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By paq and pbq in Definition 1.1, φ1Ipg;xq and µ1Ipxq are independent of the possible choices of J .
Since the moment map µJ is pS1qI‚-invariant whenever J P PIpNq, the image of φ1I is contained
in U 1I . Thus, φ
1
I is an pS1qI‚-action on U 1I with moment map µ1I . It is immediate that the new
collection
C
1 ” `U 1I , φ1I , µ1I˘IPP˚pNq
satisfies Definition 1.1pbq; verifying paq and pcq in Definition 1.1 and (3.7) is a bit tedious, but
straightforward. If C is a cutting configuration, then so is C 1. Thus, every Hamiltonian (resp. cut-
ting) configuration is a restriction of a maximal Hamiltonian (resp. cutting) configuration. We also
note that if all torus actions φI are free, then so are the torus actions φ
1
I .
The open sets UI in a maximal cutting configuration C can be inductively shrunk so that the
restricted actions in (3.6) are free. Suppose I˚ P P˚pNq, the actions φI are free for all I Ľ I˚,
and (3.7) holds for all IĹI˚. Since the φI˚-action on µ´1I˚ p0q“µ´1I˚;I˚p0q is free, it is also free on a
φI˚-invariant neighborhood U
1
I˚ of µ
´1
I˚ p0q in UI˚ . By the inductive assumption regarding (3.7),
UI˚ ´ U 1I˚ Ă
ď
∅‰IĹI˚
UI .
Thus, replacing UI˚ with U
1
I˚ accomplishes the inductive step. Proceeding in this way, we obtain
a C -invariant open cover pU 1IqIPP˚pNq ofX refining pUIqIPP˚pNq so that the actions φI are free on U 1I .
In summary, any N -fold cutting configuration C for pX,ωq can replaced by a maximal N -fold
cutting configuration C 1 with free torus actions without any effect on the output of the symplectic
cut construction: the symplectic manifolds pXi, ωiq with iP rN s, their submanifolds pXI , ωIq with
I PPipNq, the symplectic manifold pZ, ωZq, or the deformation equivalence class of the fibration
π : Z 1ÝÑC.
3.3 Induced degenerations
Suppose πX : XÝÑB is a family of manifolds as in Definition 2.7(1), UtĂXt is an open subset for
each tPB, and Y is a smooth manifold. We call a family pφt : UtÝÑY qtPB smooth ifď
tPB
Ut ÝÑ Y, pt, xq ÝÑ φtpxq,
is a smooth map from an open subspace of X.
Definition 3.1. Let N PZ`, B be a manifold, possibly with boundary, and pX, ωX, πXq be a family
of symplectic manifolds over B as in Definition 2.7(2). A family of N -fold Hamiltonian (resp. cutting)
configurations for pX, ωX, πXq is a tuple
pCtqtPB ”
`
Ut;I , φt;I , µt;I
˘
IPP˚pNq,tPB
(3.8)
such that Ct is an N -fold Hamiltonian (resp. cutting) configuration for pXt, ωtq for each tPB and
the families of mapsˆ
φt;I : pS1qI‚ˆUt;I ÝÑ X
˙
tPB
and
ˆ
µt;I : Ut;I ÝÑ t˚I;‚
˙
tPB
are smooth for all I PP˚pNq.
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As described in Section 2.3, a smooth path pωtqtPB of symplectic forms on a manifold X determines
a family pX, ωX, πXq of symplectic manifolds over B. We call a family of N -fold Hamiltonian
(resp. cutting) configurations for such a tuple pX, ωX, πXq an pωtqtPB-family of N -fold Hamiltonian
(resp. cutting) configurations for X. We call N -fold Hamiltonian (resp. cutting) configurations C0
for pX,ω0q and C1 for pX,ω1q deformation equivalent if there are a path pωtqtPI of symplectic forms
on X and an pωtqtPI-family pCtqtPI of N -fold Hamiltonian (resp. cutting) configurations for X. For
example, the restriction C 1 of a Hamiltonian or cutting configuration C as in (1.3) to a C -invariant
open cover pU 1IqIPP˚pNq of X refining pUIqIPP˚pNq is deformation equivalent to C . In this case, we
can define Ut;IĂttuˆX by ď
tPI
Ut;I ”
“
0, 1{2qˆUI Y r0, 1sˆU 1I Ă IˆUI
and take φt;I and µt;I to be the restrictions of φI and µI , respectively.
Let C be an N -fold cutting configuration for pX,ωq as in (1.3). For iPIĂrN s, we define
Uďi;I “
 
xPUI : pµIpxqqiďpµIpxqqj @ j PI
(
; (3.9)
in particular, Uďi;i“Ui. Since the φI -action is Hamiltonian, the subset Uďi;IĂUI is φI -invariant. Let
Uďi “
ď
IPPipNq
Uďi;I , (3.10)
BUďi “
 
xPUďi : pµIpxqqi“pµIpxqqj for some I PPipNq, j PI´i s.t. xPUďi;I
(
.
By Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3, the subsets Uďi , BUďi ĂX are closed. Since the sets Uďi;I with iPI cover UI
and the sets UI with I PP˚pNq cover X, the collection pUďi qiPrNs covers X.
In the N “ 2 case of [11, Section 1.1], a cutting configuration for a symplectic manifold pX,ωq
produces two symplectic manifolds, pX1, ω1q and pX2, ω2q, with a common symplectic divisor X12.
They are obtained by cutting X into the closed subsets Uď1 and U
ď
2 along the zero set of the only
(non-trivial) moment map µ12 and collapsing their boundary
BUď1 “ BUď2 “ U12;12
by the single S1-action φ12. We show in Section 4 that this construction extends to an arbi-
trary N -fold cutting configuration in the sense of Definition 1.2 and produces N symplectic mani-
folds pXi, ωiq with common symplectic divisors Xij which together form an SC symplectic divisor
inside of another symplectic manifold pZ, ωZq. The symplectic manifolds pXi, ωiq are obtained by
cutting X into the closed subspaces Uďi along the zero sets of the moment maps µI and collapsing
their boundaries and corners BUďi by the pS1qI‚-actions φI .
Theorem 1. Suppose N PZ`, B is a manifold, possibly with boundary, and pX, ωX, πXq is a family
of symplectic manifolds over B as in Definition 2.7(2). A family pCtqtPB of (fiberwise) N -fold
cutting configurations for pX, ωX, πXq as in (3.8) determines
(1) a family pZ , ωZ , πZ q of symplectic manifolds over B,
(2) a family pπI : XI ÝÑB,ωIqIPP˚pNq of N -fold SC symplectic configurations over B as in Defi-
nition 2.8 such that X∅ĂZ and Xt;∅ĂZt is an SC symplectic divisor for every tPB,
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(3) a continuous map q∅ : XÝÑX∅ such that q∅pBUďt;iq“Xt;iXXt;B and
q∅ :
`
Uďt;i´BUďt;i, ωt|Uďt;i´BUďt;i
˘ ÝÑ `Xt;i´Xt;B, ωZ |Xt;i´Xt;B˘
is a symplectomorphism for every tPB and iPrN s,
(4) a family
pCZ ;tqtPB ”
`
UZ;t;I , φZ;t;I , µZ;t;I
˘
IPP˚pNq,tPB
of (fiberwise) N -fold Hamiltonian configurations for pZ , ωZ , πZ q which restricts to a family
of cutting configurations over Z ´XB.
If Xt is compact, then so is Xt;I for every I PP˚pNq.
Theorem 2. Let N , B, pX, ωX, πXq, pCtqtPB , pXt;∅qtPB , pZ , ωZ , πZ q, and pCZ ;tqtPB be as in
Theorem 1. The family pCtqtPB determines a continuous family phtqtPB of (fiberwise) germs of
deformation equivalence classes of one-parameter families pZ 1t , ωZ |Z 1t , πtq of smoothings of Xt;∅
with Z 1t Ă Zt. For every such germ ht, there are a representative πt : Z 1t ÝÑ C and a CZ ;t-
invariant open cover pU 1
Z ;t;IqIPP˚pNq of Z 1t refining pUZ ;t;IqIPP˚pNq such that for every λ PC the
restriction C 1
Z ;t of CZ ;t to pU 1Z ;t;IqIPP˚pNq restricts to a Hamiltonian configuration C 1Z ;t|Zt;λ for`
Zt;λ, ωZ ;t;λ
˘ ” `π´1t pλq, ωZ |π´1t pλq˘;
this restriction is a cutting configuration if λ ‰ 0. If Xt is compact, such a germ can be chosen
so that for every λPR` sufficiently small C 1
Z ;t|Zt;λ is canonically isomorphic to the restriction
of the original cutting configuration Ct for pXt, ωtq to an open cover pU 1t;IqIPP˚pNq of Xt refining
pUt;IqIPP˚pNq.
By the first statement in Theorem 2 and the family analogue of [6, Proposition 5.1], a family pCtqtPB
of N -fold cutting configurations determines a homotopy class of trivializations of the complex line
bundle (2.10) and thus a continuous family p~tqtPB of homotopy classes of trivializations of the
normal bundles OXt;BpXt;∅q of the singular locus Xt;B of Xt;∅. Given a single cutting configuration C
(i.e. B is a point in Theorems 1 and 2), we denote by XpC q the associated N -fold SC symplectic
configuration and by ~pC q the corresponding homotopy class of trivializations of the line bundle
OXBpX∅q.
Corollary 3.2. Let N PZ`, C0 be an N -fold cutting configuration for pX,ω0q, and C1 be an N -
fold cutting configuration for pX,ω1q. If C0 and C1 are deformation equivalent, then the N -fold
SC symplectic configurations XpC0q and XpC1q lie in the same path component of Symp`pXq for
some N -fold transverse configuration X and ~pC0q“~pC1q.
This corollary follows immediately from Theorems 1 and 2, the family analogue of [6, Proposi-
tion 5.1], and the triviality of families of SC symplectic configurations over I (see Section 2.3).
Corollary 3.2 implies that a deformation equivalence class of cutting configurations determines a
deformation equivalence class of SC symplectic varieties X∅ with a homotopy class of trivializations
of the normal bundle OXBpX∅q in (2.9) of the singular locus XBĂX∅.
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4 Proof of Theorem 1
Let C be an N -fold cutting configuration on pX,ωq as in Definition 1.2. Section 4.1 provides basic
topological characterizations of natural spaces determined by C that appear throughout the rest
of this paper. In Section 4.2, we use the symplectic reduction technique of [13, 12] to construct
symplectic manifolds pZ˝I ,̟˝I q out of the open subsets UI of X so that
dimR Z
˝
I “ dimRX ` 2 . (4.1)
We glue these global quotients in Section 4.3 into a single symplectic manifold pZ, ωZq. As shown in
Section 4.4, pZ, ωZq contains closed symplectic submanifolds pXI“ZI , ωIq with I PP˚pNq so that
XpC q ” `pXIqIPP˚pNq, pωiqiPrNs˘
is an N -fold SC symplectic configuration in the sense of Definition 2.5 and the corresponding SC
symplectic variety X∅ is embedded into pZ, ωZq as an SC symplectic divisor. A natural N -fold
Hamiltonian configuration CZ for pZ, ωZq, which restricts to a cutting configuration on the com-
plement of the singular locus XB of X∅, is constructed in Section 4.5.
As the constructions of Sections 4.2-4.5 involve no choices, they produce a family`pπI : XIÝÑBqIPP˚pNq, pωiqiPrNs˘
of N -fold SC symplectic configurations over B and a family pCZ ;tqtPB of N -fold Hamiltonian
configurations for a family pZ , ωZ , πZ q of symplectic manifolds over B when applied to a family
of N -fold cutting configurations. This establishes Theorem 1.
4.1 Topological preliminaries
The topological observations of Lemmas 4.1-4.5 below concern subspaces of X, including Uďi;I
and Uďi defined in (3.9) and (3.10), respectively, as well as subspaces of XˆC. For I0 PP˚pNq and
I PPI0pNq, let
UăI0;I “ µ´1I0;Ip0q “
 
xPUI : pµIpxqqi“pµIpxqqj @ i, j PI0,
pµIpxqqiăpµIpxqqj @ iPI0, j PI´I0
(
.
For iPIĂrN s, let
Uďi;I “
 px, zqPUIˆC : pµIpxqqi´ 1
2
|z|2ďpµIpxqqj @ j PI
(
. (4.2)
While the components pµIpxqqi PR of µIpxqP t˚I;‚ are not well-defined, the numbers`
µIpxq i˘j ”
`
µIpxq˘ j´
`
µIpxq˘ i P R (4.3)
are well-defined; thus, so is the condition in (4.2). For iPrN s, let
Uďi “
ď
IPPipNq
Uďi;I Ă XˆC .
The proofs of Lemmas 4.1-4.5 make no use of the properties of Definition 1.2 and thus apply to
any Hamiltonian configuration C of Definition 1.1.
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Lemma 4.1. The collection tUďi;IuiPIĂrNs covers X. If C is a maximal cutting configuration, then
the collection tUăI;IuIPP˚pNq covers X.
Proof. Let x PX and I PP˚pNq be such that x PUI . The condition pµIpxqqi ď pµIpxqqj defines a
reflexive transitive relation ď on I such that either iď j or jě i for all i, j P I. Thus, there exists
iPI such that pµIpxqqiďpµIpxqqj for all j PI and so xPUďi;I . Let
I0 “
 
i0PI : pµIpxqqi“pµIpxqqi0
( Q i.
By the choice of iPI, pµIpxqqiăpµIpxqqj for all j PI´I0 and so
x P  x1 PUI : pµIpxqqi0ăpµIpxqqj @ i0PI0, j PI´I0(.
If C is maximal, (3.7) with pI, Jq replaced by pI0, Iq then implies that xPUăI0;I0 .
Lemma 4.2. For every iPrN s, the subspace Uďi ĂX is closed.
Proof. Let pxkq8k“1 be a sequence in Uďi converging to some x PX. Since X is first countable, it
is sufficient to show that xPUďi . By Definition 1.1paq, for each k PZ` there is a unique maximal
Ik PPipNq such that xk PUďi;Ik . Passing to a subsequence, we can assume that Ik” I for all k PZ`
and for some fixed I PPipNq. Thus,`
µIpxk q˘ ij ě 0 @ kPZ`, j PI. (4.4)
Let J be the maximal element of P˚pNq such that x PUJ . Since UJ is open, xk PUIXUJ for all
kPZ` sufficiently large. By Definition 1.1paq, either IĹJ or JĂI.
Suppose first IĹJ . By pbq and pcq in Definition 1.1 and (4.4),`
µJpxk q˘ ij “
`
µIpxk q˘ ij ě 0 @ j PI,
`
µJpxk q˘ ij ą 0 @ j PJ´I (4.5)
for all k PZ` sufficiently large. Thus, xk PUďi;J ; this contradicts the maximality assumption on I
above.
Suppose JĂI instead. If iRJ , then iPI´J and`
µIpxk q˘ j ă
`
µIpxk q˘ i @ j PJ
for all k sufficiently large by Definition 1.1pcq with the roles of pi, Iq and pj, Jq interchanged; this
contradicts (4.4). By Definition 1.1pbq and (4.4),`
µJpxk q˘ ij “
`
µIpxk q˘ ij ě 0 @xk PUIXUJ , j PJ .
By the continuity of the functions pµJp¨qqij , this implies that`
µJpxq˘ ij “ limkÝÑ8
`
µJpxk q˘ ij ě 0 @ j PJ.
We conclude that xPUďi;JĂUďi .
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For I0 PP˚pNq and I PPI0pNq, define
UďI0;I “
 
xPUI : pµIpxqqiďpµIpxqqj @ iPI0, j PI
(
. (4.6)
By (3.9),
UďI0;I “
 
xPUďi;I : pµIpxqqi“pµIpxqqj @ j PI0
(
for any iPI0.
Lemma 4.3. For every I0 PP˚pNq, the subspace
UďI0 ”
ď
IPPI0 pNq
UďI0;I Ă X
is closed in X. For all I0, J0 PP˚pNq, UďI0XUďJ0“UďI0YJ0.
Proof. Let iPI0. Since
UďI0 “ Uďi,I0 X
`
Xˆt0u˘ and Uďi “ Uďi X `Xˆt0u˘,
the first claim follows from Lemmas 4.2 and 4.5.
It is immediate that UďI0 , U
ď
J0
ĄUďI0YJ0 . Suppose xPUďI0;IXUďJ0;J . Thus, I0ĂI, J0ĂJ ,`
µIpxq˘ iď
`
µIpxq˘ j @ iPI0, j PI,
`
µJpxq˘ iď
`
µJpxq˘ j @ iPJ0, j PJ, (4.7)
and either I Ă J or I Ą J by Definition 1.1paq. We can assume that I Ă J . By pbq and pcq in
Definition 1.1 and the first statement in (4.7),`
µJpxq˘ iď
`
µJpxq˘ j @ iPI0, j PJ.
Combining this with the second statement in (4.7), we obtain`
µJpxq˘ iď
`
µJpxq˘ j @ iPI0YJ0, j PJ.
Thus, xPUďI0YJ0;J Ă UďI0YJ0 .
Lemma 4.4. For all iPIĂrN s, the subspace Uďi;IĂUďi is open in Uďi and
Uďi X
`
UIˆC
˘ “ Uďi;I .
Proof. The first claim follows from the second. Suppose
px, zq P Uďi;J X
`
UIˆC
˘
for some J PPipNq and thus `
µJpxq˘ ij `
1
2
|z|2 ě 0 @ j PJ. (4.8)
By Definition 1.1paq, either IĂJ or JĂI. If IĂJ , Definition 1.1pbq implies that (4.8) holds with J
replaced by I and so px, zq PUďi;I . If J Ă I, pbq and pcq in Definition 1.1 imply that (4.5) holds for
J“I0 and xk“x. From this, we again conclude that (4.8) holds with I and by J interchanged and
so px, zqPUďi;I . This establishes the second claim of the lemma.
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For all iPIĂ rN s and I0ĂI, define
Ui,I0;I “
 px, zqPUIˆC : pµIpxqqi´ 1
2
|z|2“pµIpxqqj @ j PI0
(
, Uďi,I0;I “ Ui,I0;IX Uďi;I . (4.9)
Lemma 4.5. For all iPrN s and I0ĂrN s, the subspace
Uďi,I0 ”
ď
IPPipNqXPI0 pNq
Uďi,I0;I Ă Uďi
is closed.
Proof. Let pxk, zkq8k“1 be a sequence in Uďi,I0 converging to some px, zqPUďi . Similarly to the proof
of Lemma 4.2, we can assume pxk, zkq8k“1PUďi,I0;I for all kPZ` and for some fixed I PPipNqXPI0pNq.
Thus, `
µIpxk q˘ ij `
1
2
|zk|2 ě 0 @ j PI,
`
µIpxk q˘ ij `
1
2
|zk|2 “ 0 @ j PI0. (4.10)
We also assume that I PPipNqXPI0pNq is the maximal element with this property.
Let J be the maximal element of PipNq such that xPUJ . By the same reasoning as in the second
paragraph of the proof of Lemma 4.2, JĂI. Thus, iPJĂI and xk PUJ for all k sufficiently large.
By Definition 1.1pbq and the first statement in (4.10),`
µJpxk q˘ ij `
1
2
|zk|2 “
`
µIpxk q˘ ij `
1
2
|zk|2 ě 0 @ kPZ`, j PJ.
By the continuity of the functions pµJp¨qqij , this statement implies that px, zqPUďi;J . If I0ĆJ , then
pµIpxkqqi ă pµIpxkqqi0 @ i0 PI0´J Ă I´J
for all k sufficiently large by Definition 1.1pcq; this contradicts the second statement in (4.10).
Thus, I0ĂJ and `
µJpxk q˘ ij `
1
2
|zk|2 “
`
µIpxk q˘ ij `
1
2
|zk|2 “ 0 @ kPZ`, j PI0.
By the continuity of the functions pµJp¨qqij , this statement implies that px, zqPUďi,I0;JĂUďi,I0 .
4.2 Symplectic reduction
For I0ĂIĂrN s and F “R,C, we identify
FNI0 ”
 pziqiPrNs PFN: zi“0 @ iPI0( and F II0 ”  pziqiPI PF I: zi“0 @ iPI0(
with F rNs´I0 and F I´I0 , respectively. For iPIĂrN s, let
C
N
i “ CNtiu and CIi “ CItiu.
We denote by ωCI and ωCI
I0
the standard symplectic forms on CI and CII0 , respectively. Thus,
ω
CI´I0 “ ωCI |CI
I0
“ ωCN
ˇˇ
CI´I0
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under the above identifications.
The standard pS1qN -action on CN and a moment map for this action are given by
φCN : pS1qNˆCN ÝÑ CN , φCN
`peiθiqiPrNs; pziqiPrNs˘ “ `eiθizi˘iPrNs,
µCN : C
N ÝÑ RN , µCN
`pziqiPrNs˘ “ 12`|zi|2˘iPrNs . (4.11)
For I PP˚pNq, let
φCI ;‚ : pS1qI‚ˆCI ÝÑ CI and µCI ;‚ : CI ÝÑ t˚I;‚
be the restriction of this action and the induced moment map, respectively.
With notation as in (1.3), let
π1, π2 : UIˆCI ÝÑ UI ,CI
be the projection maps and rωI “ π˚1ω ` π˚2ωCI
be the product symplectic form. We lift pφI , µIq to a Hamiltonian pS1qI‚-pair for pUIˆCI , rωIq byrφI : pS1qI‚ ˆ `UIˆCI˘ ÝÑ UIˆCI , rφIpg;x, zq “ `φIpg;xq, φCI ;‚pg´1; zq˘, (4.12)rµI : UIˆCI ÝÑ t˚I;‚, rµIpx, zq “ µIpxq´µCI ;‚pzq. (4.13)
The action rφI then preserves the symplectic submanifolds UˆCII0ĂUˆCI with I0ĂI. Let
rZ˝I ” rµ´1I p0q “  `x, pziqiPI˘PUIˆCI: pµIpxqqi´ 12 |zi|2“pµIpxqqj´ 12 |zj |2 @ i, j PI(. (4.14)
Similarly to the situation at the beginning of Section 4.1, the condition on the elements of UIˆCI
above is independent of the choice of representative for µIpxq in RI and is thus well-defined.
Lemma 4.6. Let C be a cutting configuration as in (1.3). For all I PP˚pNq and I0ĂI, 0P t˚I;‚ is a
regular value of the restriction of rµI to UIˆCII0. For all I PP˚pNq, the restriction of the rφI-action
to rZ˝I is free.
Proof. Since prφI , rµIq restricts to a Hamiltonian pair on UIˆCII0, the first claim is implied by the
second; see [3, Section 23.2.1]. Let rx“px, pziqiPIq be an element of UIˆCI such that zi“0 if and
only if iPI0. If rφI`peiθiqiPI ;x, pziqiPI˘ “ `x, pziqiPI˘,
then eiθi“1 for every iPI´I0. Thus,`
eiθi
˘
iPrNs
P pS1qI0‚ , φI
`peiθiqiPI ;x˘ “ x. (4.15)
If |I0|ď1, eiθi“1 for all iPrN s by the first statement in (4.15). If I0‰∅, then xPµ´1I0;Ip0q by (4.14)
and (1.4). By (4.15) and the assumption of Definition 1.2, this implies that eiθi “ 1 for all iP rN s
and establishes the second claim.
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For I PP˚pNq, define
Z˝I “ rZ˝I LpS1qI‚ . (4.16)
For example, Z˝tiu“UtiuˆC. Let
qZ;I : rZ˝I ÝÑ Z˝I
be the projection map. By Lemma 4.6 and the Symplectic Reduction Theorem [3, Theorem 23.1],rZ˝I is a smooth submanifold of UIˆCI, Z˝I is a smooth manifold, and there is a unique symplectic
form ̟I on Z
˝
I such that
q ˚Z;I̟I “ rωI ˇˇ rZ˝
I
. (4.17)
Thus, pZ˝I ,̟Iq is a symplectic manifold satisfying (4.1).
For I PP˚pNq and I0ĂI, the subspacerZ˝I0;I ” rZ˝I X `UIˆCII0˘ Ă UIˆCI
is preserved by the rφI -action. Let
Z˝I0;I “ rZ˝I0;ILpS1qI‚ “ qZ;I` rZ˝I0;I˘ Ă Z˝I , qZ;I0;I“qZ;I | rZ˝
I0;I
: rZ˝I0;I ÝÑ Z˝I0;I . (4.18)
By Lemma 4.6 and the Symplectic Reduction Theorem, rZ˝I0;I is a smooth submanifold of UIˆCII0 ,
Z˝I0;I is a smooth manifold, and there is a unique symplectic form ̟I0;I on Z
˝
I0;I
such that
q ˚Z;I0;I̟I0;I “ rωI ˇˇ rZ˝
I0;I
. (4.19)
Thus, pZ˝I0;I ,̟I0;Iq is a symplectic manifold of real dimension dimRX`2´2|I0|.
For I PP˚pNq and I 10ĂI0 ĂI, let
rπ˝I0;I 10;I : rN ˝I0;I 10;I “ rZ˝I0;IˆCI0I 10 ÝÑ rZ˝I0;I , (4.20)
π˝I0;I 10;I
: N ˝I0;I 10;I
“ rN ˝I0;I 10;ILpS1qI‚ ÝÑ rZ˝I0;ILpS1qI‚ “ Z˝I0;I , (4.21)
with the quotients taken by the restriction of the pS1qI‚-action rφI torZ˝I0;IˆCI0I 10 Ă UIˆCI .
Since the rφI -action on rZ˝I0;I is free, (4.21) is a complex vector bundle.
Lemma 4.7. Suppose C is a cutting configuration as in (1.3) and I PP˚pNq. For all I 10ĂI0ĂI,
pZ˝I0;I ,̟I0;Iq is a symplectic submanifold of pZ˝I 10;I ,̟I 10;Iq with the oriented normal bundle canoni-
cally isomorphic to (4.21).
Proof. By (4.17)-(4.19),
q ˚Z;I0;I
`
̟I |Z˝
I0;I
˘ “ `q ˚Z;I̟I˘ˇˇ rZ˝
I0;I
“ rωI ˇˇ rZ˝
I0;I
“ q ˚Z;I0;I̟I0;I . (4.22)
By the uniqueness part of [3, Theorem 23.1] and (4.22), ̟I0;I “ ̟I |Z˝I0;I . Thus, pZ
˝
I0;I
,̟I0;Iq
is a symplectic submanifold of pZ˝I ,̟Iq. Since Z˝I0;I Ă Z˝I 10;I whenever I0 Ą I
1
0, it follows that
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pZ˝I0;I ,̟I0;Iq is a symplectic submanifold of pZ˝I 10;I ,̟I 10;Iq.
For all I 10Ă I0Ă I, rZ˝I 10;IĂUIˆCII 10. The projection CII 10ÝÑCI0I 10 induces a vector bundle homomor-
phism
N rZ˝
I1
0
;I
rZ˝I0;I ” T rZ
˝
I 1
0
;I
| rZ˝
I0;I
T rZ˝I0;I ÝÑ rZ˝I0;IˆCI0I 10 ” rN ˝I0;I 10;I . (4.23)
By Lemma 4.6, the homomorphism (4.23) is surjective and thus an isomorphism for dimensional
reasons. Since it is rφI -equivariant, it descends to a vector bundle isomorphism
NZ˝
I1
0
;I
Z˝I0;I ”
TZ˝
I 10;I
|Z˝
I0;I
TZ˝I0;I
ÝÑ N ˝I0;I 10;I (4.24)
over Z˝I0;I . The fiberwise symplectic form on the left-hand side of (4.24) corresponds to the sym-
plectic form on the right-hand side of (4.24) induced by the standard symplectic form on CI0
I 10
;
the latter is compatible with the complex orientation of CI0
I 10
. Thus, the isomorphism (4.24) is
orientation-preserving.
4.3 The ambient space
We will glue the symplectic manifolds pZ˝I ,̟Iq with I P P˚pNq into a single symplectic mani-
fold pZ, ωZq. For iPI, JĂrN s, define
̺i;J,I : pS1qI‚ ÝÑ pS1qJ‚ ,
`
̺i;J,I
`peiθkqkPI ˘˘ l “
$’’&’’%
eiθi
ś
kPI´J
eiθk , if l“ i;
eiθl , if lPIXJ´i;
1, if lPJ´I.
(4.25)
For I, J PP˚pNq, let rZ˝I,J “ rZ˝I X `pUIXUJqˆCI˘ . (4.26)
By Definition 1.1paq, rZ˝I,J“∅ unless IĂJ or IĄJ . By Definition 1.1pcq and (4.14),`
µJpxq i˘j”
`
µJpxq j˘´
`
µJpxq i˘ ą 0 @
`
x, pzkqkPI
˘P rZ˝I,J , iPIĂJ, j PJ´I; (4.27)
zj ‰ 0 @
`
x, pzkqkPI
˘P rZ˝I,J , ∅‰JĂI, j PI´J. (4.28)
If iPJĂIĂrN s, define
ϕI,J ;i : rZ˝I,J ÝÑ pS1qI‚, `ϕI,J ;i`x, pzkqkPI ˘˘ l “
$’’&’’%
ś
kPI´J
zk
|zk|
, if l“ i;
1, if lPJ´i;
zl
|zl|
, if lPI´J.
If JĂIĂrN s and i, j PJ are distinct, define
ϕI,J ;i,j : rZ˝I,J ÝÑ pS1qJ‚ , `ϕI,J ;i,j`x, pzkqkPI ˘˘ l “
$’’’&’’’%
ś
kPI´J
zk
|zk|
, if l“ i;ś
kPI´J
zk
|zk|
, if l“j;
1, if lPJ´ti, ju.
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By (4.28), both maps are well-defined (zk‰0 for all kPI´J). We take ϕI,J ;i,i to be the map takingrZ˝I,J to the identity in pS1qJ‚ .
For iPI, JĂrN s, we define
rΘJ,I;i : rZ˝I,J ÝÑ rZ˝J,I ,
rΘJ,I;i`x, pzkqkPI˘ “
#`
x, pzkqkPI ,
`a
2pµJ pxqqik`|zi|2
˘
kPJ´I
˘
, if IĂJ ;rφI`ϕI,J ;i`x, pzkqkPI˘;x, pzkqkPJ˘, if IĄJ. (4.29)
By (4.14) and (4.27), this map is well-defined in either case. It is prφJ , rφIq-equivariant with respect
to the homomorphism (4.25) and
rΘ ˚J,I;i`rωJ ˇˇ rZ˝
J,I
˘ “ rωI ˇˇ rZ˝
I,J
. (4.30)
Furthermore,
rΘI,J ;i`rΘJ,I;ipx, zq˘ “
#
px, zq, if IĂJ ;rφI`ϕI,J ;ipx, zq;x, z˘, if IĄJ ;rΘK,I;iˇˇ rZ˝
I,J
X rZ˝
I,K
“ rΘK,J ;i˝rΘJ,I;iˇˇ rZ˝
I,J
X rZ˝
I,K
@ iPIĂJĂKĂrN s .
(4.31)
For i, j PI, J , rΘJ,I;ipx, zq “
#rΘJ,I;jpx, zq, if IĂJ ;rφJ`ϕI,J ;i,jpx, zq; rΘJ,I;jpx, zq˘, if IĄJ ; (4.32)
the claim in the first case above follows from (4.14).
For I, J PP˚pNq, let
Z˝I,J “ qZ;I
` rZ˝I,J˘ Ă Z˝I . (4.33)
By the prφJ , rφIq-equivariance of the smooth map rΘJ,I;i with iPI, J , it descends to a smooth map
ΘJ,I : Z
˝
I,J ÝÑ Z˝J,I . (4.34)
By (4.32), ΘJ,I is independent of the choice of iPI, J . By (4.31),
ΘK,I
ˇˇ
Z˝
I,J
XZ˝
I,K
“ ΘK,J ˝ΘJ,I
ˇˇ
Z˝
I,J
XZ˝
I,K
(4.35)
whenever IĂJĂK or some permutation of this relation holds.
We define
Z “
ˆ ğ
IPP˚pNq
Z˝I
˙M
„, Z˝I,J Q x „ ΘJ,Ipxq P Z˝J,I @ I, J PP˚pNq. (4.36)
For iPrN s, let
Z‹i “
ˆ ğ
IPPipNq
Z˝I
˙M
„, Z˝I,J Q x „ ΘJ,Ipxq P Z˝J,I @ I, J PPipNq. (4.37)
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Lemma 4.8. The quotient projection map
qZ :
ğ
IPP˚pNq
Z˝I ÝÑ Z (4.38)
is open and its restriction to each subspace Z˝I is injective. For each iPrN s, Z‹i is an open subspace
of Z.
Proof. By (4.35), the relations „ in (4.36) and (4.37) are equivalence relations and thus each Z‹i
is a subspace of Z. Since ΘI,I is the identity on Z
˝
I,I “Z˝I , (4.36) implies that the map (4.38) is
injective on each subspace Z˝I .
Since the maps (4.34) are homeomorphisms between open subsets of the domain of (4.38), the
latter map is open. Since the preimage of Z‹i under the restriction of (4.38) to each Z
˝
I is the union
of the open subsets Z˝I,JĂZ˝I with JPPipNqXPIpNq, Z‹i ĂZ is open.
For I, J PP˚pNq and I0ĂI, J , the overlap map (4.34) takes Z˝I0;IXZ˝I,J to Z˝I0;JXZ˝J,I . Let
ZI0 “
ˆ ğ
IPP˚pNqXPI0 pNq
Z˝I0;I
˙M
„, Z˝I0;IXZ˝I,J Q x „ ΘJ,Ipxq P Z˝I0;JXZ˝J,I . (4.39)
For iPrN s, let
Z‹i,I0 “
ˆ ğ
IPPipNqXPI0 pNq
Z˝I0;I
˙M
„, Z˝I0;IXZ˝I,J Q x „ ΘJ,Ipxq P Z˝I0;JXZ˝J,I .
Since the relations „ in (4.36) and (4.37) are equivalence relations, ZI0 is a subspace of Z and Z‹i,I0
is a subspace of Z‹i . Furthermore,
Z∅ “ Z, Z‹i,∅ “ Z‹i @ iPrN s, Z‹i,I0 “ ZI0XZ‹i Ă Z @ iPrN s, I0ĂrN s. (4.40)
For iPrN s and I0PP˚pNq, let
Xi “ Ztiu, XI0 “ ZI0 . (4.41)
By (4.39) and (4.37), XiĂZ‹i . If iPI0, then XI0ĂXi.
For iPIĂrN s, let Uďi;IĂUIˆC be as in (4.2) and define
gi;I : U
ď
i;I ÝÑ CI by
`
gi;Ipx, zq˘ j “
#
z, if j“ i;a
2pµIpxqqij`|z|2, if j PI´i.
Thus, the map
Uďi;I ÝÑ rZěI;i ”  `x, pzjqjPI˘P rZ˝I : zj PRě0 @ j PI´i(, px, zq ÝÑ `x, gi;Ipx, zq˘, (4.42)
is a homeomorphism. If iPI0ĂI, the restriction
gI0;I : U
ď
I0;I
“  px, 0qPUďi;I : pµIpxqqi“pµIpxqqj @ j PI0( ÝÑ `Rě0˘I´I0ĂCI ,
gI0;Ipxq “
´b
2pµIpxqqij
j¯PI´I0
,
of gi;I is independent of the choice of iPI0.
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Lemma 4.9. For every iPrN s, the map
qi : U
ď
i ÝÑ Z‹i , px, zq ÝÑ qZ
`
qZ;I
`
x, gi;Ipx, zq˘
˘ @ px, zqPUďi;I , I PPipNq, (4.43)
is well-defined, continuous, surjective, and closed. For I0 P PipNq, it restricts to the surjective
closed map
qI0 : U
ď
I0
ÝÑ XI0 , x ÝÑ qZ
`
qZ;I0;I
`
x, gI0;Ipxq
˘˘ @ xPUďI0;I , I PPI0pNq, (4.44)
which does not depend on the choice of iPI0.
Proof. If px, zqPUďi;IXUďi;J , then either IĂJ or JĂI by Definition 1.1paq. In either case,
ΘJ,I
`
qZ;I
`
x, gi;Ipx, zq˘
˘ “ qZ;J`x, gi;Jpx, zq˘
by (4.37) and (4.29). Thus, the map (4.43) is well-defined. By Lemma 4.4, Uďi;IĂUďi is open. The
map (4.43) is continuous because its restriction to each of these open subspaces is continuous.
For every yPZ‹i , there are I PPipNq and
rx ” `x, pzjqjPI˘ P rZ˝I s.t. y “ qZ`qZ;Iprxq˘ .
Thus, `
µIpxq˘ ij `
1
2
|zi|2 “ 1
2
|zj |2 ě 0 @ j PI (4.45)
and so px, ziqPUďi;I . For each j PI´i, let eiθj PS1 be such that e´iθjzj PRě0 and
eiθi “
ź
jPI´i
e´iθj P S1 .
Then, peiθjqjPI is an element of pS1qI‚. Since the φI -action is Hamiltonian and px, ziqPUďi;I ,
px1, z1q ” `φI`peiθjqjPI ;x˘, e´iθizi˘ P Uďi;I and rφI`peiθj qjPI ; rx˘ “ `x1, gi;Ipx1, z1q˘ .
Thus,
y “ qZ
`
qZ;Iprxq˘ “ qZ`qZ;I`rφIppeiθjqjPI ; rxq˘˘ “ qZ`qZ;I`x1, gi;Ipx1, z1q˘˘ .
This establishes the surjectivity of the map (4.43).
For I0 PPipNq, the restriction of the map (4.43) to the subspace
Uďi,I0 “
ď
IPPI0 pNq
Uďi,I0;I “
ď
IPPI0 pNq
UďI0;I “ UďI0
is the map (4.44). Since the map gI0;I does not depend on the choice of i P I0, neither does the
map (4.44). If I Ą I0 and y PXI0 are as in the previous paragraph, then zj “ 0 for every j P I0.
By (4.45), this implies that rxPUďI0 and thus
x1 ” φI
`peiθjqjPI ;x˘ P UďI0 and y “ qZ`qZ;I0;I`x1, gI0;Ipx1q˘˘ .
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This establishes the surjectivity of the map (4.44).
For iPIĂrN s and WĂXˆC, let
Wi;I ”
 rφI`g;x, gi;Ipx, zq˘ : gPpS1qI‚, px, zqPUďi;IXW( Ă rZ˝I .
By the second statement of Lemma 4.4,
Uďi X
`
UIˆC
˘XW “ Uďi;I XW .
Thus, the preimage of qipUďi XWq in rZ˝I under qZ ˝qZ;I is Wi;I . Since the map (4.42) is a homeo-
morphism and the group pS1qI‚ is compact, Wi;I is closed inrφI`pS1qI‚ˆ rZěI;i˘ “ rZ˝I
if W is closed in XˆC. Thus, the map (4.43) is closed. Since q´1i pXI0q“UďI0 for I0 PPipNq, the
map (4.44) is closed as well.
Corollary 4.10. The topological spaces Z‹i with i P rN s and Z are Hausdorff. They inherit
symplectic forms ̟i and ωZ from the symplectic manifolds pZ˝I ,̟Iq with iPIĂrN s.
Proof. By Lemma 4.9, (4.43) is a closed quotient map. Since its domain is metrizable (being a
subspace of a manifold), it is normal. By [15, Lemma 73.3], Z‹i is thus a normal (and in particular
Hausdorff) topological space.
Suppose x, yPZ are two distinct points. Let I, J PP˚pNq, rxPZ˝I , and ryPZ˝J be such that x“qZprxq
and y“qZpryq. If IĆJ and IČJ , then
qZ
`
Z˝I
˘X qZ`Z˝J˘ “ ∅
by (4.36) and Definition 1.1paq. By Lemma 4.8, qZpZ˝I q and qZpZ˝Jq are open in Z. If iPIĂJ ,
then x, yPZ‹i . Since Z‹i is Hausdorff, there exist disjoint open neighborhoods Ux of x and Uy of y
in Z‹i . By Lemma 4.8, Ux and Uy are open in Z. Thus, Z is Hausdorff.
Since the identification maps ΘI,J are diffeomorphisms between open subspaces of manifolds and
the restriction of (4.38) to each Z˝I is a homeomorphism onto its image, the smooth structure on
the domain of (4.38) descends to a smooth structure on Z. By (4.17) and (4.30),
q˚Z;IΘ
˚
J,I
`
̟J |Z˝
J,I
˘ “ rΘ˚J,Iq˚Z;J`̟J |Z˝J,I ˘ “ rΘ˚J,I`rωJ | rZ˝J,I˘ “ rωI ˇˇ rZ˝I,J “ q˚Z;I`̟I |Z˝I,J ˘ . (4.46)
By the uniqueness part of [3, Theorem 23.1], (4.46) implies that
Θ˚J,I
`
̟J |Z˝
J,I
˘ “ ̟I ˇˇZ˝
I,J
.
Thus, qZ induces a symplectic structure on Z.
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4.4 The SC symplectic divisor
By Lemmas 4.8 and 4.9 and Corollary 4.10, pZ, ωZq is a symplectic manifold obtained by collapsing
the boundary and corners of the subspaces Uďi ĂXˆC to form open symplectic manifolds Z‹i with
i P rN s and gluing the latter together along the common open subspaces Z˝I with I PPipNq. We
next describe the image of the boundary and corners of Uďi under the collapsing map as an SC
symplectic divisor in pZ, ωZq in the sense of Definition 2.1.
Lemma 4.11. Let I0ĂrN s. The topological spaces Z‹i,I0 with iPrN s and ZI0 are closed symplectic
submanifolds of pZ‹i ,̟iq and of pZ, ωZq, respectively, of codimension 2|I0|. If I0 ‰ ∅ and X is
compact, then XI0“ZI0 is compact.
Proof. By (4.18) and the surjectivity of the map (4.43), Z‹i,I0 ĂZ‹i is the image of the restriction
of this map to Uďi,I0 . By Lemma 4.5, U
ď
i,I0
ĂUďi is a closed subspace. Since (4.43) is a closed map,
Z‹i,I0 ĂZ‹i is thus a closed subspace. By the third identity in (4.40), the intersection of ZI0 with
each Z‹i is thus closed in Z
‹
i . By Lemma 4.8, tZ‹i uiPrNs is an open cover of Z. Therefore, ZI0 is
closed in Z. Since Z‹i and Z are Hausdorff by Corollary 4.10, so are Z
‹
i,I0
Ă Z‹i and ZI0Ă Z.
By Lemma 4.7, pZ˝I0;I ,̟I0;Iq is a symplectic submanifold of pZ˝I ,̟Iq for every I PPI0pNq. Since
the symplectic form ωZ on Z is induced by the symplectic forms ̟I on Z
˝
I , the symplectic form ωI0
on XI0“ZI0 induced by the symplectic forms ̟I0;I on Z˝I0;I is the restriction of ωZ .
Suppose I0 ‰ ∅ and X is compact. By Lemma 4.3, UďI0 Ă X is then also compact. Since the
map (4.44) is continuous and surjective, it follows that XI0“ZI0 is compact as well.
As in the proof of Lemma 4.11, we denote by ωI0 the symplectic form on ZI0 induced by the
symplectic forms ̟I0;I on Z
˝
I0;I
. In particular,`
Xi, ωi
˘ ” `Ztiu, ωtiu˘ “ `Ztiu, ωZ |Ztiu˘
is a symplectic manifold for each iPrN s.
Let iPIĂrN s and I 10ĂI0 ĂI. With notation as in (4.20) and (4.26), we definerΘJ,I;i : rN ˝I0;I 10;I ˇˇ rZ˝I0;IX rZ˝I,J ÝÑ rN ˝I0;I 10;J ˇˇ rZ˝I0;JX rZ˝J,I
by the formula in (4.29) with |zi|2 replaced by 0 if iPI0´I 10. This diffeomorphism is still prφJ , rφIq-
equivariant with respect to the homomorphism (4.25), satisfies the analogues of (4.30)-(4.32) and
rπ˝I0;I 10;J ˝ rΘJ,I;i “ rΘJ,I;i ˝ rπ˝I0;I 10;I ˇˇ rZ˝I0;IX rZ˝I,J ,
and is complex linear on the fibers of rπ˝
I0;I
1
0;I
. Thus, it descends to a diffeomorphism
ΘJ,I : N
˝
I0;I
1
0;I
ˇˇ
Z˝
I0;I
XZ˝
I,J
ÝÑ N ˝I0;I 10;J
ˇˇ
Z˝
I0;J
XZ˝
J,I
which is independent of iPI, satisfies the analogue of (4.35) and
π˝I0;I 10;J
˝ΘJ,I “ ΘJ,I ˝ π˝I0;I 10;I
ˇˇ
Z˝
I0;I
XZ˝
I,J
, (4.47)
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and is complex linear on the fibers of π˝
I0;I
1
0;I
. Define
NI0;I 10
“
ˆ ğ
IPPI0 pNq
N ˝I0;I 10;I
˙M
„, where
N ˝I0;I 10;I
ˇˇ
Z˝
I0;I
XZ˝
I,J
Q “rx, z‰ „ ΘJ,I`rrx, zs˘ P N ˝I0;I 10;J ˇˇZ˝I0;JXZ˝J,I .
By (4.47), the projections π˝
I0;I
1
0;I
induce a complex vector bundle
πI0;I 10 : NI0;I 10 ÝÑ ZI0 . (4.48)
Lemma 4.12. For all I 10ĂI0ĂI, pZI0 , ωI0q is a symplectic submanifold of pZI 10 , ωI 10q with the
oriented normal bundle canonically isomorphic to (4.48).
Proof. By Lemma 4.11, pZI0 , ωI0q and pZI 10 , ωI 10q are symplectic submanifolds of pZ, ωZq. Since
ZI0ĂZI 10 , pZI0 , ωI0q is a symplectic submanifold of pZI 10 , ωI 10q.
Since the collection of all isomorphisms (4.24) respects the patching maps ΘJ,I for the manifold ZI 10
and for the bundle (4.48), the isomorphisms (4.24) induce a vector bundle isomorphism
NZ
I1
0
ZI0 ”
TZI 10|ZI0
TZI0
ÝÑ NI0;I 10
of oriented vector bundles over ZI0 . This isomorphism is orientation-preserving because the iso-
morphisms (4.24) and the identifications ΘJ,I are.
Corollary 4.13. The collection tXiuiPrNs is an SC symplectic divisor in pZ, ωZq with the associated
N -fold symplectic configuration X”ppXIqIPP˚pNq, pωiqiPrNsq. Furthermore, the map
q∅ : X ÝÑ X∅ĂZ, q∅pxq “ qtiupxq @xPUďi , i PrN s, (4.49)
with qtiu as in (4.44), is well-defined, continuous, and surjective. For each i P rN s, it takes BUďi
onto XiXXB and restricts to a symplectomorphism`
Uďi ´BUďi , ω|Uďi ´BUďi
˘ ÝÑ `Xi´XB, ωi|Xi´ XB˘. (4.50)
Proof. By Lemma 4.11, pXi, ωiq is a closed symplectic submanifold of pZ, ωZq for every iPrN s. By
construction,
XI “ ZI “
č
iPI
Xi Ă Z @ IĂrN s.
By Lemma 4.12, the real codimension of Xi in Z is 2 for every iPrN s and the homomorphism
NZXI ” TZ|XI
TXI
ÝÑà
iPI
TZ|XI
TXi|XI
”à
iPI
NZXi
ˇˇ
XI
(4.51)
induced by the natural inclusions is an orientation-preserving isomorphism for all I ĂrN s. Thus,
tXiuiPrNs is a transverse (in fact orthogonal) collection of closed symplectic submanifolds of Z so
that the symplectic orientation of each XI (which orients the left-hand side of (4.51)) agrees with
its intersection orientation (which is determined by the orientation of the right-hand side of (4.51)).
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Therefore, tXiuiPrNs is an SC symplectic divisor in pZ, ωZq.
By Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, the closed subsets Uďi Ă X cover X. By Lemmas 4.9 and 4.3, qtiu is
continuous on Uďi and qtiu“qtju on Uďi XUďj “Uďij . Thus, (4.49) is a well-defined continuous map.
By Lemma 4.9, it takes Uďi onto Xi for every iPrN s and UďI0 onto XI0 for every I PP˚pNq. Thus,
q∅ restricts to surjective continuous maps
q∅ : BUďi ”
ď
I0PPipNq
|I0|ě2
UďI0 ÝÑ
ď
I0PPipNq
|I0|ě2
XI0 “ XiXXB, q∅ : Uďi ´BUďi ÝÑ Xi´XB .
The latter map is described by its restrictions to the open subsets Uăi;I with I PPipNq:
q∅ : U
ă
i;I”
 
xPUI : pµIpxqqiăpµIpxqqj @ j PI´i
(
, q∅pxq “ qZ
`
qZ;i;I
`
x, gi;Ipxq
˘˘
,
where gi;Ipxq “
´b
2pµIpxqqij
¯
jPI´i
P pR`qI´i .
Since the restriction of (4.42) to Uăi;I is a homeomorphism ontorXąi;I ” rZ˝tiu;IX rZěI;i ´ ď
iPI0ĂI
|I0|ě2
rZ˝I0;I “ rZ˝tiu;IX rZěI;i ´ q´1Z;i;I`q´1Z pXBq˘ Ă Uăi;IˆpR`qI´i
and rXąi;I is a slice for the rφI -action on rZ˝tiu;I q´´1Z;i;Ipq´1Z pXBqq, the restriction of q∅ to Uăi;I is injective.
Since Uăi;I is φI -invariant, (4.39) then implies that the map (4.50) is injective. Since restriction of q∅
to Uăi;I is a composition of smooth maps, the map (4.50) is smooth. Since the argument of every
component of the map
gi;I : U
ă
i;I ÝÑ CI´i
is fixed, (4.19) implies that 
q∅|Uă
i;I
(˚
ωi “
 
idˆgi;I
(˚
q ˚Z;i;I̟i;I “
 
idˆgi;I
(˚
π˚1ω `
 
idˆgi;I
(˚
π˚2ωCI´i
“ ω|Uă
i;I
` g˚i;IωCI´i “ ω|Uăi;I .
Thus, the map (4.50) is a symplectomorphism.
4.5 The Hamiltonian configuration
We next describe an N -fold Hamiltonian configuration
CZ ”
`
UZ;I , φZ;I , µZ;I
˘
IPP˚pNq
(4.52)
for pZ, ωZq. For each I PP˚pNq, let UZ;I“qZpZ˝I q. By Lemma 4.8, UZ;I is open in Z. By (4.36),
pUZ;IqIPP˚pNq is a cover of Z. Since UIXUJ“∅ unless IĂJ or IĂJ , (4.36) implies that the same
is the case for UZ;I and UZ;J .
For I PP˚pNq, we define a Hamiltonian pS1qI‚- pair for pUIˆCI , rωI˘ byrφZ;I : pS1qI‚ˆ`UIˆCI˘ ÝÑ UIˆCI , rφZ;I`g;x, z˘ “ `φIpg;xq, z˘; (4.53)rµZ;I : UIˆCI ÝÑ t˚I;‚, rµZ;Ipx, zq “ µIpxq. (4.54)
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By pbq and pcq in Definition 1.1,
rµZ;Jpx, zq|tI;‚ “ rµZ;Ipx, zq @ px, zqPpUIXUJqˆCI , IĂJĂrN s,`rµZ;Jpxq˘i ă `rµZ;Jpxq˘j @ px, zqPpUIXUJqˆCI , iPIĂJĂrN s, j PJ´I, (4.55)
respectively.
Since the φI -action is Hamiltonian, (4.53) restricts to an pS1qI‚-actionrφZ;I : pS1qI‚ˆ rZ˝I ÝÑ rZ˝I . (4.56)
Since the rφI -action commutes with this action and preserves the moment map rµZ;I , (4.56) and (4.54)
determine a Hamiltonian pair
φ˝Z;I : pS1qI‚ˆZ˝I ÝÑ Z˝I and µ˝Z;I : Z˝I ÝÑ t˚I;‚ (4.57)
for pZ˝I ,̟Iq. Since the restriction of (4.38) to Z˝I is a symplectomorphism onto UZ;I , φ˝Z;I and µ˝Z;I
induce smooth maps
φZ;I : pS1qI‚ˆUZ;I ÝÑ UZ;I , µZ;I : UZ;I ÝÑ t˚I;‚, (4.58)
so that φZ;I is a Hamiltonian pS1qI‚-action with moment map µZ;I .
Lemma 4.14. The tuple (4.52) described above is an N -fold Hamiltonian configuration for pZ, ωZq.
Proof. As explained above, pUZ;IqIPP˚pNq is an open cover of Z satisfying Definition 1.1paq. By (4.55),
the moment maps µZ;I satisfy pbq and pcq in Definition 1.1.
For I PP˚pNq, we define rZ˝B;I “ ď
I0ĂI
|I0|“2
rZ˝I0;I Ă rZ˝I Ă UIˆCI .
If in addition I0ĂI, let
rµZ;I0;I :  rxP rZ˝I : `rµZ;Iprxq˘ iă`rµZ;Iprxq˘ j @ iPI0, j PI´I0( ÝÑ t˚I0;‚,rµZ;I0;Iprxq “rµZ;IprxqˇˇtI0;‚ . (4.59)
The commuting torus actions (4.12) and (4.53) induce an pS1qI0‚ ˆpS1qI‚-action on UIˆCI :`
g0, g
˘ ¨ rx “ rφZ;I`g0; rφIpg; rxq˘. (4.60)
Since the φI -action is Hamiltonian, the action (4.60) preserves rZ˝B;I and rµ´1Z;I0;Ip0q.
Lemma 4.15. For all I0 P P˚pNq and I P PI0pNq, the restriction of the torus action (4.60) torµ´1
Z;I0;I
p0q´ rZ˝B;I is free.
Proof. Let rx“ px, pzjqjPIq be an element of rµ´1Z;I0;Ip0q´ rZ˝B;I . If the action (4.60) by some pg0, gq
fixes rx, then g“ id because zj“0 for at most one element j PI. By (4.59), (4.54), and (1.4),
rµZ;I0;Iprxq “ µI0;Ipxq .
Thus, g0“ id by Definition 1.2. This establishes the second claim.
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Corollary 4.16. The restriction of the N -fold Hamiltonian configuration (4.52) to Z´XB is an
N -fold cutting configuration.
Proof. In light of Lemma 4.14, it remains to show that the restriction satisfies the conditions of
Definition 1.2. Fix I0 PP˚pNq and I PPI0pNq. We denote by µZ;I0;I the analogue of the map (1.4)
for the Hamiltonian configuration (4.52) and by φZ;I0;I the restriction of the pS1qI‚-action φZ;I
to pS1qI0‚ . Let
Z˝B;I “ qZ;I
` rZ˝B;I˘ Ă Z˝I , φ˝Z;I0;I“φ˝Z;I ˇˇpS1qI0‚ ˆZ˝I : pS1qI0‚ ˆZ˝I ÝÑ Z˝I ,
µ˝Z;I0;I :
 
xPZ˝I :
`
µ˝Z;Ipxq˘ iă
`
µ˝Z;Ipxq˘ j @ iPI0, j PI´I0
( ÝÑ t˚I0;‚, µ˝Z;I0;Ipxq “ µ˝Z;IpxqˇˇtI0;‚ .
Thus,
qZ ˝φ˝Z;I0;I “ φZ;I0;I ˝
 
idˆqZ
(
and µ˝Z;I0;I “ µZ;I0;I ˝qZ .
Since
qZ : Dom
`
µ˝Z;I0;I
˘´Z˝B;I ÝÑ Dom`µZ;I0;I˘´XB
is a diffeomorphism, it is sufficient to show that the restriction of the φ˝Z;I0;I -action to µ
˝ ´1
Z;I0;I
p0q is
free. Since Z˝I is the quotient of
rZ˝I by the rφI -action and
qZ˝rφZ;I ˇˇpS1qI0‚ ˆ rZ˝I “ φ˝Z;I0;I˝ idˆqZ;I(,
this follows from Lemma 4.15.
5 Proof of Theorem 2
By Corollary 4.10, an N -fold cutting configuration C determines an SC symplectic configura-
tion XpC q and a symplectic manifold pZ, ωZq containing the SC symplectic variety X∅ associated
with XpC q as an SC symplectic divisor. We show in Section 5.2 that C also gives rise to a
one-parameter family π : Z 1ÝÑC of smoothings of X∅ so that Z 1 is a neighborhood of X∅ in Z.
This family of smoothings satisfies the last two claims of Theorem 2. Unlike the constructions
of Sections 4.2-4.5, the construction of Sections 5.2 involves choices. However, these choices are
deformation equivalent and the resulting one-parameter family of smoothings is well-defined up to
deformations. For a family of N -fold cutting configurations, the choices involved in the construc-
tion of Sections 5.2 can be made systemically on sufficiently small neighborhoods of all cutting
configurations and thus result in a continuously varying family of deformation equivalence classes
of one-parameter families of smoothings. This establishes Theorem 2.
5.1 Geometric preliminaries
We begin with a lemma which enables us to refine open covers as in Definition 1.1. We then
establish several local statements that are patched together in Section 5.2 to construct a one-
parameter family of smoothings of X∅.
Lemma 5.1. Let C be an N -fold Hamiltonian configuration for pX,ωq as in (1.3). There exists
a C -invariant open cover pU 1IqIPP˚pNq of X properly refining pUIqIPP˚pNq. For every open cover
pU 1IqIPP˚pNq of X properly refining pUIqIPP˚pNq, there exists a C -invariant open cover pU2I qIPP˚pNq
of X properly refining pUIqIPP˚pNq and properly refined by pU 1IqIPP˚pNq.
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Proof. We modify Step 1 in the proof of [15, Theorem 36.1] to take into account the torus ac-
tions using the following observation. Suppose I P P˚pNq, W Ă UI is an open subset such that
φIppS1qI‚ˆW q“W , and AĂX is a closed subset such that AĂW . Since X is normal, there exists
an open subset W 1ĂX such that AĂW 1 and the closure W 1 of W 1 in X is contained in W . Since
the φI -action is continuous, the subspace
W 2 ” φI
`pS1qI‚ˆW 1˘ Ă UI
is open in UI and thus in X. Since the group pS1qI‚ is compact and φIppS1qI‚ˆW q“W ,
W 2 “ φI
`pS1qI‚ˆW 1˘ ĂW ,
where the closure is taken in X. Thus, W 2ĂX is an open subset such that
A ĂW 2, W 2 ĂW, and φI
`pS1qI‚ˆW 2˘ “W 2. (5.1)
For the remainder of this proof, we fix a total order ă on the subsets I Ă rN s so that I ă I˚
whenever |I|ą|I˚|.
Suppose I˚ PP˚pNq and pU 1IqIPP˚pNq is a C -invariant open cover ofX refining pUIqIPP˚pNq such that
U 1I Ă UI @ IăI˚. (5.2)
Since pU 1IqIPP˚pNq is an open cover of X, the closed subset
A ” X ´
ď
IPP˚pNq
I‰I˚
U 1I
is contained in U 1I˚ Ă UI˚ . By the previous paragraph with I “ I˚ and W “ UI˚ , there exists
an open subset W 2 ĂX satisfying (5.1). Replacing the open subset U 1I˚ with W 2, we obtain a
C -invariant open cover pU 1IqIPP˚pNq of X refining pUIqIPP˚pNq such that the inclusion in (5.2) holds
for all IďI˚. Continuing in this way, we obtain a C -invariant open cover pU 1IqIPP˚pNq of X properly
refining pUIqIPP˚pNq.
We next establish the second claim. Suppose I˚ PP˚pNq and pU2I qIPP˚pNq is a C -invariant open
cover of X refining pUIqIPP˚pNq and properly refined by pU 1IqIPP˚pNq such that
U2I Ă UI @ IăI˚. (5.3)
By the observation in the first paragraph applied with I“ I˚, A“U 1
I˚
, and W “UI˚ , there exists
an open subset W 2 ĂX satisfying (5.1). Replacing the open subset U2I˚ with W 2, we obtain a
C -invariant open cover pU2I qIPP˚pNq of X refining pUIqIPP˚pNq and properly refined by pU 1IqIPP˚pNq
such that the inclusion in (5.3) holds for all IďI˚. Continuing in this way, we obtain a C -invariant
open cover pU2I qIPP˚pNq of X properly refining pUIqIPP˚pNq and properly refined by pU 1IqIPP˚pNq.
For a C -invariant open cover pU 1IqIPP˚pNq of X properly refining pUIqIPP˚pNq, we denote byrZ 1˝I ” rZ˝I X `U 1IˆCI˘, Z 1˝I Ă Z˝I , rZ 1˝I,J Ă rZ 1˝I X rZ˝I,J Ă rZ˝I , Z 1˝I,J Ă Z 1˝I XZ˝I,J Ă Z˝I ,
the spaces as in (4.14), (4.16), (4.26), and (4.33) corresponding to the restriction C 1 of C to
pU 1IqIPP˚pNq defined by (3.6). For each I P P˚pNq, the torus action φ˝Z;I in (4.57) preserves the
subspaces Z 1˝I and Z
1˝
I,J of Z
˝
I .
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Lemma 5.2. Let pU 1IqIPP˚pNq be a C -invariant open cover of X properly refining pUIqIPP˚pNq.
There exists a tuple pfI : Z 1˝I ÝÑR`qIPP˚pNq of smooth functions such that each fI is φ˝Z;I-invariant,
fI
`rx, pzjqjPI s˘ “ fJ`ΘJ,I`rx, pzjqjPI s˘˘ ź
jPJ´I
b
2pµJpxqqij`|zi|2
@ “x, pzjqjPI‰PZ 1˝I,J , iPIĂJĂrN s, (5.4)
with pµJpxqqij as in (4.3).
Proof. Choose a total order ă on the subsets IĂrN s so that Iă I˚ whenever |I|ą |I˚|. Suppose
I˚ P P˚pNq and we have constructed
‚ a C -invariant open cover pU2I qIPP˚pNq of X refining pUIqIPP˚pNq and properly refined by the open
cover pU 1IqIPP˚pNq,
‚ smooth functions fI : Z2˝I ÝÑR` for all IăI˚ such that each fI is φ˝Z;I-invariant and the equality
in (5.4) holds for all rx, pzjqjPIsPZ2˝I,J and iPIĂJ with IăI˚.
By Lemma 5.1, there exists a C -invariant open cover pU3I qIPP˚pNq ofX properly refining pU2I qIPP˚pNq
and properly refined by pU 1IqIPP˚pNq. Let
W 2 “
ď
I˚ĹJĂrNs
Z2˝I˚,J , W
3 “
ď
I˚ĹJĂrNs
Z3˝I˚,J .
We define f :W 2 ÝÑ R` by choosing iPI˚ and setting
f
`rx, pzjqjPI˚s˘ “ fJ`ΘJ,I˚`rx, pzjqjPI˚s˘˘ ź
jPJ´I˚
b
2pµJ pxqqij`|zi|2
@ “x, pzjqjPI˚‰PZ2˝I˚,J , I˚ĹJĂrN s. (5.5)
By (4.14) and Definition 1.1pcq, f is well-defined on each Z2˝I˚,J and is independent of the choice of
iPI˚. By paq and pbq in Definition 1.1, (4.35), and the last inductive assumption, f is well-defined
on the overlaps. Since each map ΘJ,I˚ is pφ˝Z;J , φ˝Z;I˚q-equivariant with respect to the homomor-
phism (4.25) with I“I˚ and each map fJ is φ˝Z;J -invariant, the map f is φ˝Z;I˚-invariant.
Since U3I ĂU2I for all I PP˚pNq, the closure of rZ3˝I˚,J in rZ2˝I˚ is contained in rZ2˝I˚,J for all J PPI˚pNq.
Thus, the closure W3 of W3 in Z2˝I˚ is contained in W
2. Therefore, there exists a smooth function
fI˚ : Z
2˝
I˚ ÝÑ R` s.t. fI˚
ˇˇ
W3
“ f . (5.6)
Since the group pS1qI˚‚ is compact, we can make fI˚ φ˝Z;I˚-invariant by averaging it over the group
action. Since f is φ˝
Z;I˚-invariant, this does not change fI˚ over W
3 and so (5.6) still holds.
By (5.6) and (5.5), the equality in (5.4) with I“I˚ holds for all rx, pzjqjPI sPZ3˝I˚,J and J PPI˚pNq.
The open cover pU3I qIPP˚pNq of X and the tuple pfIqIďI˚ of smooth functions satisfy the inductive
assumptions of the bullet points with U2I replaced by U
3
I for all I ď I˚. Continuing in this way,
we obtain a C -invariant open cover pU2I qIPP˚pNq of X refining pUIqIPP˚pNq and properly refined
by pU 1IqIPP˚pNq and a tuple pfI : Z2˝I ÝÑR`qIPP˚pNq of smooth functions so that each fI is φ˝Z;I -
invariant and the equality in (5.4) holds for all rx, pzjqjPI s PZ2˝I,J and i P I Ă J Ă rN s. Restricting
each fI to Z
1˝
I , we obtain a desired tuple of functions.
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For I PP˚pNq, we define
rZ˝0;I “ ď
∅‰I0ĂI
rZ˝I0;I Ă rZ˝I , rZ˝B;I “ ď
I0ĂI
|I0|“2
rZ˝I0;I Ă rZ˝0;I .
Lemma 5.3. Suppose I PP˚pNq, rfI : rZ˝I ÝÑR` is a smooth function, and
rπZ;I : rZ˝I ÝÑ C, rπZ;I`x, pzjqjPI˘ “ rfIpx, pzjqjPI˘ź
jPI
zj . (5.7)
Then there exists an open subset ĂWIĂ rZ˝I containing rZ˝0;I such that the homomorphism
drxrπZ;I : ker drxπ1ˇˇTrx rZ˝I ÝÑ C, (5.8)
where π1 : UIˆCIÝÑUI is the projection, is surjective for all rxPĂWI´ rZ˝B;I .
Proof. Choose iPI and define
hi;I : C
I ÝÑ RI´i, hi;I
`pzjqjPI˘ “ 1
2
`|zj |2´|zi|2 j˘PI´i .
Thus,
ker drxπ1 ˇˇTrx rZ˝I “ ker dzhi;I Ă CI Ă TxX ‘ TzCI “ Trx`UIˆCI˘ @ rx”px, zqP rZ˝I . (5.9)
Let rx“ px, zq be an element of rZ˝I ´ rZ˝B;I and z “ pzjqjPI . Since rx R rZ˝B;I , zj “ 0 for at most one
element j PI.
Suppose zj˚“0 for some j˚ PI. By (5.9), ker drxπ1|Trx rZ˝I then contains the component Ctj˚uĂCI and
drxrπZ;I“ ˆrfIprx˘ź
jPI´j˚
zj˙ Id : C
tj˚u ÝÑ C .
This homomorphism is surjective if zj‰0 for all j PI´j˚.
From now on, we assume that zj‰0 for all j PI. Denote by
R
I Ă CI Ă Trx`UIˆCIq
the radial tangent directions. Let
R
Irx “ `ker drxπ1ˇˇTrx rZ˝I ˘X RI
and VrxĂTrx rZ˝I be the span of RIrx and of the angular tangent space in the i-th C-factor CtiuĂC.
We will show that the homomorphism
drxrπZ;I : Vrx ÝÑ C
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is an isomorphism if rx lies in a sufficiently small neighborhood ĂWIĂ rZ˝I of rZ˝0;I .
Define
πCI : C
I ÝÑ C, πR
CI
: CI ÝÑ R, Hi;I : CI ÝÑ RI”RI´iˆR,
πCI
`pzjqjPI˘ “ź
jPI
zj , π
R
CI
`pzjqjPI˘ “ź
jPI
|zj |, Hi;Ipzq “
`
hi;Ipzq, πRCpzq˘ .
The determinant of the restriction of dzHi;I to the radial tangent directions R
IĂTzCI is given by
det
`
dzHi;I : R
IÝÑRI˘ “ÿ
jPI
ź
kPI´j
|zk|2 .
This implies that there exists a universal constant δI (dependent only on |I|) such thatˇˇ
dzπ
R
CI
: RIrxÝÑRˇˇ ě δIÿ
jPI
ź
kPI´j
|zk|
with respect to the standard norms on RIrx ĂCI and RĂC. Since the differential of the angular
component of πCI along the angular direction in Vrx satisfies the same bound, it follows that the
homomorphism
drxπCI`D : Vrx ÝÑ C
is an isomorphism whenever D : VrxÝÑC is a homomorphism such that
}D} ă δI
ÿ
jPI
ź
kPI´j
|zk|.
By the definition of rπZ;I ,
drxrπZ;I “ rfIprxqdzπCI ` ˆź
kPI
zk
˙
drx rfI .
Thus, the restriction of drxrπZ;I to Vrx is an isomorphism if
}drx rfI : VrxÝÑC}rfIprxq
ˇˇ
zj
ˇˇ ă δI for some j PI.
This specifies an open subset ĂWIĂ rZ˝I containing rZ˝0;I so that the homomorphism (5.8) is surjective
on ĂWI´ rZ˝B;I .
For I PP˚pNq, we define
rZąI;i “  `x, pzjqjPI˘P rZ˝I : zi PC˚, zj PR` @ j PI´i( Ă UIˆCI . (5.10)
By (4.12), rZąI;i is a slice for the rφI -action on rZ˝I´ rZ˝0;I . By Lemma 4.6, rZąI;i is a smooth submanifold
of UIˆCI of dimRX`2.
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Lemma 5.4. Let I, rfI , and rπZ;I be as in Lemma 5.3. Then there exists an open subset ĂWIĂ rZ˝I
containing rZ˝0;I such that for every iPI the restriction of the smooth map
π1ˆrπZ;I : rZąI;i ÝÑ UIˆC (5.11)
to rZąI;iXĂWI is a diffeomorphism onto the intersection of UIˆC˚ with an open neighborhood of UIˆ0
in UIˆC.
Proof. Let ĂWI Ă rZ˝I be an open subspace provided by Lemma 5.3. By Lemma 5.3 and its proof,
the homomorphisms
drxrπZ;I : ker drxπ1 ˇˇTrx rZ˝I ÝÑ C and drxπ1 : Trx rZ˝I ÝÑ Tπ1prxqX
are surjective for all rxPĂWI´rZ˝B;I . For dimensional reasons, this implies that the differential of (5.11)
is an isomorphism for all rx P rZąI;iXĂWI . From the Inverse Function Theorem [19, Theorem 1.30],
we then conclude that (5.11) is a local diffeomorphism from rZąi;IXĂWI onto an open subset of UIˆC˚.
We next show that (5.11) is injective on rZąI;iXĂWI , after possibly shrinking the neighborhood ĂWI
of rZ˝0;I . For each xPUI , let
̺I;ipxq “ max
 ´2pµIpxqqij : j PI( P Rě0,
with pµIpxqqij given by (4.3). For λPC˚ and j PI, define
gλ;I;i;j :
 px, ̺qPUIˆR : ̺ą̺I;ipxq( ÝÑ C˚, gλ;I;i;jpx, ̺q “
#
λ
|λ|
?
̺, if i“j;a
2pµIpxqqij`̺, if j PI´i.
By (4.14), (5.10), and (5.7), every preimage rx ” px, pzjqjPIq of px, λqPUIˆC˚ under (5.11) is of
the form `
x, pzjqjPI
˘ “ `x, `gλ;I;i;jpx, ̺q˘ jPI˘
with ̺“̺ipλ, xq being a solution of the equation
rfI`x, `gλ;I;i;jpx, ̺q˘ jPI˘2̺ź
jPI´i
gλ;I;i;jpx, ̺q2 “ |λ|2, ̺ P
`
̺I;ipxq,8
˘
. (5.12)
At ̺“ ̺I;ipxq, the first non-vanishing derivative of the left-hand side of (5.12) is strictly positive.
Thus, there exist continuous functions
δI;i, εI;i : UI ÝÑ R`
such that the left-hand side of (5.12) as a function of ̺ is injective on r̺I;ipxq, ̺I;ipxq`δI;ipxqs and
the image of this interval contains the interval r0, εI;ipxqs.
By the previous paragraph, the map (5.11) is injective on the intersection of rZąI;i with
ĂW 1i;I ”  px, pzjqjPIqPĂWI : min
jPI
|zj |2ăδI;ipxq
(
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and the image of this intersection under (5.11) contains px, zqPUIˆC˚ : |z|ăεI;ipxq( Ă UIˆC .
Since ĂW 1I;i Ă ĂWI is an open neighborhood of rZ˝0;I , the proof is completed by taking ĂWI in the
statement of Lemma 5.4 to be the intersection of the sets ĂW 1I;i over iPI.
Corollary 5.5. Let I, rfI , and rπZ;I be as in Lemma 5.3. Then there exists an open subset ĂWIĂ rZ˝I
containing rZ˝0;I such thatrωnI ˇˇTrxprπ´1Z;Ipλqq ‰ 0 @ rxPrπ´1Z;Ipλq, λPC˚ , where 2n“dimRX.
Proof. Let λPC˚, ĂWIĂ rZ˝I be an open subspace provided by Lemma 5.4, iPI, andrZąλ;I;i “ rπ´1Z;IpλqX rZąI;i.
In particular, rZąλ;I;i is a smooth submanifold of UIˆCI and the map
π1 : rZąλ;I;i ÝÑ UI
is a diffeomorphism onto an open subset Uλ;I;i. Thus, there exists a smooth function
gλ;I;i : Uλ;I;i ÝÑ
 pzjqjPI PCI : ziP λ|λ|R`, zj PR` @ j PI´i(
s.t. rZąλ;I;i “  `x, gλ;I;ipxq˘ : xPUλ;I;i(.
Since the argument of every component of gλ;I;i : Uλ;I;iÝÑCI is fixed, 
idˆgλ;I;i
(˚ rωI “  idˆgλ;I;i(˚ π˚1ω `  idˆgλ;I;i(˚ π˚2ωCI “ ω|Uλ;I;i ` g˚λ;I;iωCI “ ω|Uλ;I;i. (5.13)
This implies that 
idˆgλ;I;i
(˚ `rωnI ˇˇTrxprπ´1Z;Ipλqq˘ “  idˆgλ;I;i(˚ `rωnI ˇˇrx˘ “ ωn ˇˇπ1prxq ‰ 0 @ rxP rZąλ;I;i,
since ω is a symplectic form. Since the rφI -action consists of a family of symplectomorphisms on
UIˆCI , this establishes the claim.
5.2 One-parameter family of smoothings
By Lemma 5.1, there exists a C -invariant open cover pU 1IqIPP˚pNq ofX properly refining pUIqIPP˚pNq.
By Lemma 5.2, there exists a tuple pfI : Z 1˝I ÝÑR`qIPP˚pNq of smooth functions such that each fI
is φ˝Z;I-invariant and (5.4) holds. Define
π : Z ÝÑ C by π`“rx, pziqiPI s‰˘ “ fI`rx, pziqiPI s˘ź
iPI
zi @
“
x, pziqiPI
‰PZ 1˝I , I PP˚pNq.
By (4.12), π is independent of the choice of representative for an element of Z 1˝I for I PP˚pNq fixed.
By (4.36) and (5.4), π is also independent of the choice of I PP˚pNq and so is well-defined. Since
all fI take values in R
`,
Z0 ” π´1p0q “ Zt1uY. . .YZtNu “ X1Y. . .YXN ” X∅ ;
the second equality above holds by (4.41).
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Lemma 5.6. There exists a neighborhood Z 1 of Z0 “ X∅ such that pZ 1, ωZ |Z 1 , π|Z 1q is a one-
parameter family of smoothings of the SC symplectic variety X∅ associated with the SC symplectic
configuration XpC q of Corollary 4.13.
Proof. For each I PP˚pNq, definerfI : rZ 1˝I ÝÑ R`, rfI`x, pziqiPI˘ “ fI`rx, pziqiPI s˘, (5.14)rπZ;I : rZ 1˝I ÝÑ C, rπZ;I`x, pziqiPI˘ “ π`“rx, pziqiPI s‰˘.
LetĂWIĂ rZ 1˝I be an open subset as in Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4 with pUIqIPP˚pNq replaced by pU 1IqIPP˚pNq.
By Lemma 4.8, the image WIĂZ of ĂWI under the quotient map
qZ ˝qZ;I : rZ 1˝I ÝÑZ (5.15)
is an open subset. The union Z 1 of the open subsets WI taken over all I P P˚pNq is an open
neighborhood of Z0“X∅ in Z.
Since rπZ;I factors through π, the surjectivity of the homomorphism (5.8) implies that π is a
submersion on WI outside of
XB “
ď
IĂrNs
|I|“2
ZI Ă Z .
For any λ P C˚, the pullback of ωZ |π´1pλq by (5.15) is rωI ˇˇT prπ´1
Z;I
pλqq
. By Corollary 5.5, ωnZ |π´1pλq
thus does not vanish over WI and so the restriction of ωZ to π
´1pλqXWI is nondegenerate.
Thus, pZ 1, ωZ |Z 1 , π|Z 1q is a nearly regular symplectic fibration in the sense of Definition 2.6 with
tπ|Z 1u´1p0q“X∅.
For each I PP˚pNq, the subspace rZ 1˝0;IĂ rZ 1˝I is preserved by the rφZ;I -action in (4.53). By replacingĂWI in the proof of Lemma 5.6 withč
gPpS1qI‚
rφZ;I`tguˆĂWI˘ Ă U 1IˆCI ,
we can thus assume thatĂWI is rφZ;I -invariant. This implies that the subspaceWIĂUZ;I is preserved
by the φZ;I -action in (4.58). The collection pWIqIPP˚pNq is then a CZ -invariant open cover of the
subspace Z 1 of Z (corresponding to pU 1
Z ;t;IqIPP˚pNq in Theorem 2). We denote by
C
1
Z ”
`
WI , φ
1
Z;I , µ
1
Z;I
˘
IPP˚pNq
the restriction of CZ to pWIqIPP˚pNq.
Lemma 5.7. For every λ P C, the restriction C 1Z |Z 1Xπ´1pλq of C 1Z to Z 1Xπ´1pλq is an N -fold
Hamiltonian configuration for pZ 1Xπ´1pλq, ωZ |Z 1Xπ´1pλqq. It is a cutting configuration if λPC˚.
Proof. By Lemma 5.6, ωZ |Z 1Xπ´1pλq is a symplectic form on Z 1Xπ´1pλq. Since the function fI is
φ˝Z;I -invariant for each I PP˚pNq, the restriction of π to WI is φ1Z;I-invariant. Thus, Z 1Xπ´1pλq is
C 1Z -invariant. This establishes the first claim. If λPC˚, then
π´1pλq Ă Z´X∅ Ă Z´XB
and so C 1Z |Z 1Xπ´1pλq is a restriction of the cutting configuration of Corollary 4.16. This establishes
the second claim.
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Lemma 5.8. Suppose X is compact, pU2I qIPP˚pNq is a C -invariant open cover properly refining
pU 1IqIPP˚pNq, C 2 is the restriction of C to pU2I qIPP˚pNq, and C 2Z is the analogue of the N -fold Hamil-
tonian configuration CZ in (4.52) for C
2. Then, there exist neighborhoods Z 1ĂZ of X∅ and ∆ĂC
of 0 such that the symplectic manifold pπ´1pλq, ωZ |π´1pλqq with the cutting configuration C 2Z |π´1pλq
is canonically isomorphic to the symplectic manifold pX,ωq with the cutting configuration C 2 for
every λP∆XR`.
Proof. For iPIĂrN s and λPR`, let
εI;i : U
1
I ÝÑ R` and gλ;I;i : U 1λ;I;i ÝÑ pR`qI
be as in the proofs of Lemma 5.4 and Corollary 5.5, respectively, with pUIqIPP˚pNq replaced by
pU 1IqIPP˚pNq. Since the subsets U2I ĂU 1I are compact,
ǫ ” min
iPIĂrNs
 
εI;ipxq : xPU2I
( P R` .
Let ∆ĂC be the disk of radius ǫ around the origin and Z 1 “ π´1p∆q. Since each function fI is
φ˝Z;I -invariant, Z
1ĂZ is a CZ-invariant subspace. By the proofs of Corollary 5.5 and Lemma 5.6,
it satisfies the condition of the latter.
By (5.14) and (5.4),
rfI`x, pzjqjPI˘ “ rfJ`rΘJ,I`x, pzjqjPI ˘˘ ź
jPJ´I
b
2pµJpxqqij`|zi|2
@ `x, pzjqjPI˘P rZ 1˝I,J , iPIĂJĂrN s.
By the uniqueness of gλ;i;I , this implies thatrΘJ,I`x, gλ;I;ipxq˘ “ `x, gλ;J ;ipxq˘ @ xPU 1λ;I;iXU 1λ;J ;i, iPI, JĂrN s. (5.16)
Furthermore,
gλ;I;ipxq “ gλ;I;jpxq @ xPU 1λ;I;iXU 1λ;I;j, i, j PIĂrN s. (5.17)
In contrast to (5.16), (5.17) does not hold for λPC˚´R` (even after passing to the quotient Z 1˝I ).
By the definition of ǫ, U2λ;I;i“U2I for all λP∆´0 and iPIĂrN s. Define
fλ : X ÝÑ π´1pλqĂZ 1, fλpxq “ qZ
`
qZ;I
`
x, gλ;I;ipxq
˘˘ @ xPU2I , iPIĂrN s.
By (5.16) and (4.36), fλ is independent of the choice of I PPipNq for iPrN s fixed. By (5.17), fλ is
also independent of the choice of iPrN s and so is well-defined.
Since the graph of gλ;I;i|U2
I
is a slice for the rφI -action on rπ´1Z;IpλqX rZ2˝I ,
fλpU2I q “ π´1pλqXU2Z;I @ I PP˚pNq.
Since the sets U2Z;I“qZpqZ;Ip rZ2˝I qq cover Z, the map fλ is thus surjective. By (4.36) and (5.16), it
is injective. Since the restriction of fλ to each U
2
I is a composition of smooth maps, fλ is a smooth
map. By (4.17) and (5.13),
f˚λωZ
ˇˇ
U2
I
“  idˆgλ;I;i(˚ q˚Z;Iq˚ZωZ ˇˇU2
I
“  idˆgλ;I;i(˚ q˚Z;I̟I ˇˇU2
I
“  idˆgλ;I;i(˚ rωI ˇˇU2
I
“ ωˇˇ
U2
I
.
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Thus, fλ is a symplectomorphism from pX,ωq to pπ´1pλq, ωZ |π´1pλqq.
By the construction of µZ;I in Section 4.5,
µZ;I˝fλ
ˇˇ
U2
I
“ rµZ;I˝ idˆgλ;I;i( ˇˇU2
I
“ µI
ˇˇ
U2
I
@ I PP˚pNq.
Since rfI is a rφZ;I -invariant map, the uniqueness of gλ;I;i implies that gλ;I;i|U2
I
is a φI -invariant
map. Thus, the maps tidˆgλ;I;iu|U2
I
and fλ|U2
I
are prφZ;I , φIq-equivariant and pφZ;I , φIq-equivariant,
respectively. We conclude that fλ is an isomorphism from the cutting configuration C
2 for pX,ωq
to the cutting configuration C 2Z |π´1pλq for pπ´1pλq, ωZ |π´1pλqq.
The projection π : Z ÝÑ ∆ depends on the choice of the functions fI . By the same inductive
reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 5.2, any two such collections of functions are homotopic after
shrinking their domains. The latter does not effect the space Z. If UrNs “X, there is a natural
choice of π given by frNs“1; see the proof of Proposition 6.2.
6 NC degenerations of Hamiltonian manifolds
The tori pS1qI‚ whose actions φI appear in a Hamiltonian configuration (1.3) are subtori of
pS1qN‚ ” pS1qrNs‚ “ ρ´1‚ pidq, where ρ‚ : pS1qN ÝÑ S1, ρ‚
`peiθiqiPrNs˘ “ ź
iPrNs
eiθi . (6.1)
If the domain UrNs of the φrNs-action is the entire manifold X, the constructions of Sections 4 and 5
greatly simplify and result in a richer structure. By Proposition 6.2, there is then a one-parameter
family π of smoothings of the associated SC symplectic variety X∅ defined over the entire sym-
plectic manifold pZ, ωZq. Furthermore, a Hamiltonian pair pφT, µTq for pX,ωq compatible with
pφrNs, µrNsq induces a Hamiltonian T-action on pZ, ωZq preserving the associated cut symplectic
manifolds pXi, ωiq and the projection π. We illustrate this situation on the simple local example
of Section 6.2 when all relevant objects can be readily described explicitly.
If the φrNs-action is in addition the restriction of a Hamiltonian action of the entire torus pS1qN
on pX,ωq, then there is a natural Hamiltonian S1-pair pφZ;S1 , µZ;S1q for pZ, ωZq so that the
projection π is S1-equivariant; see Lemma 6.5. If X is also compact, then π can be “cut” to a
one-parameter family pπ : pZa ÝÑ P1 (6.2)
of smoothings of X∅ with all smooth fibers (i.e. those not over r1, 0s) canonically isomorphic
to pX,ωq; see Corollary 6.6.
As shown in Section 6.4, a Hamiltonian action of an abstract torus T on pX,ωq gives rise to a
plethora of Hamiltonian pS1qN -pairs pφ, µq for pX,ωq and often to cutting configurations. The-
orem 3 describes the effect of the constructions of Sections 4 and 5 with cutting configurations
arising in this way on the moment polytope of the original torus action. Proposition 6.10 provides
a combinatorial criterion for a Hamiltonian configuration obtained as in Section 6.4 to be a cutting
configuration; it is especially effective in the case of toric symplectic manifolds.
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Let T«pS1qk be a k-torus. A Hamiltonian T-manifold (Hamiltonian T-space of [3, Definition 22.1])
is a tuple pX,ω, φ, µq such that pX,ωq is a symplectic manifold and pφ, µq is a Hamiltonian T-pair
for pX,ωq. We call such a Hamiltonian T-manifold compact (resp. connected) if X is compact
(resp. connected). We call Hamiltonian T-pair pφ, µq and T1-pair pφ1, µ1q for pX,ωq compatible if
the actions of φ and φ1 commute, µ1 is φ-invariant, and µ is φ1-invariant. This means that the
two actions and the two moment maps form a Hamiltonian pTˆT1q-pair for pX,ωq. If pφ, µq is
a Hamiltonian T-pair for pX,ωq, then the pair obtained by restricting the action φ to a subtorus
T
1ĂT and composing µ with the restriction t˚ÝÑ t1˚ is compatible with pφ, µq. Compatible pairs
of a different kind play an important role in Theorem 3.
Suppose X and X 1 are topological spaces with T-actions φ and φ1, respectively, and µ and µ1 are
t˚-valued maps on X and X 1, respectively. A map f : XÝÑX 1 intertwines pφ, µq and pφ1, µ1q if
f
`
φpg;xq˘ “ φ1`g; fpxq˘ and µpxq “ µ1`fpxq˘ @ gPT, xPX.
In such a case, we call
f : pX,φ, µq ÝÑ pX 1, φ1, µ1q
a morphism.
6.1 Basic setup and output
Let N PZ` and pX,ω, φ, µq be a Hamiltonian pS1qN‚ -manifold. For each I PP˚pNq, define
UI “
 
xPX : pµpxqqiăpµpxqqj @ iPI, j PrN s´I
(
,
φI“φ|pS1qI‚ˆUI : pS1qI‚ˆUI ÝÑ UI , µI“rI ˝µ|UI : UI ÝÑ t˚I;‚,
(6.3)
where rI : t
˚
N ;‚ÝÑ t˚I;‚ is the restriction homomorphism. We call pX,ω, φ, µq regular if the φI -action
of pS1qI‚ on µ´1I p0q is free for every I PP˚pNq.
Lemma 6.1. Let N PZ` and pX,ω, φ, µq be a Hamiltonian pS1qN‚ -manifold. The tuple
Cφ,µ ”
`
UI , φI , µI
˘
IPP˚pNq
(6.4)
defined by (6.3) is a maximal N -fold Hamiltonian configuration. It is a cutting configuration if and
only if pX,ω, φ, µq is regular.
Proof. Since UrNs “ X and µ is continuous, tUIuIPP˚pNq is an open cover of X. Since µ is φ-
invariant, each UI is preserved by the φ-action and thus by its restriction to pS1qI‚. It follows
that φI is a Hamiltonian pS1qI‚-action on UI with moment map µI . It is immediate from (6.3)
that the tuple (6.4) satisfies paq-pcq in Definition 1.1 and (3.7). This establishes the first claim.
The regularity conditions on pX,ω, φ, µq are the I0 “ I cases of the conditions of Definition 1.2
for a Hamiltonian configuration to be a cutting configuration. On the other hand, (6.4) is a
maximal Hamiltonian configuration and so the domain of µI0;I in (1.4) is an open subspace of UI0 .
Furthermore, µI0;I0 “ µI0 . By (6.3), µI0;I and the restriction of the φI -action to pS1qI0‚ are the
restrictions of µI0 and the φI0-action to DompµI0;Iq. This establishes the second claim.
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Proposition 6.2. Suppose N PZ`, pX,ω, φ, µq is a regular Hamiltonian pS1qN‚ -manifold, pZ, ωZq
is the symplectic manifold determined by (6.4) via the construction of Section 4, and q∅ : XÝÑX∅
is the corresponding surjection. There are then natural continuous maps
π : Z ÝÑ C and F : Rě0ˆpS1qNˆX ÝÑ Z (6.5)
so that π is a one-parameter family of smoothings of X∅ representing the germ of deformation
equivalence classes of Theorem 2 determined by (6.4), F is smooth outside of F´1pXBq,
F p0, id, xq “ q∅pxq @xPX, π
`
F pr, g, xq˘ “ r ρ‚pgq @ pr, g, xq P Rě0ˆpS1qNˆX, (6.6)
with ρ‚ given by (6.1), and
Fr,g : pX,ωq ÝÑ
`
π´1
`
rρ‚pgq
˘
, ωZ
ˇˇ
π´1prρ‚pgqq
˘
, x ÝÑ F pr, g, xq, (6.7)
is a symplectomorphism for every pr, gqPR`ˆpS1qN . Every Hamiltonian T-pair pφT, µTq for pX,ωq
compatible with pφ, µq determines a Hamiltonian T-pair pφZ;T, µZ;Tq for pZ, ωZq so that pφZ;T, µZ;Tq
is compatible with the Hamiltonian pS1qN‚ -pair pφZ , µZq for pZ, ωZq determined by pφ, µq and inter-
twined with pφT, µTq by F . The Hamiltonian configuration (4.52) for pZ, ωZq determined by (6.4)
is CφZ ,µZ .
Proof. Since UrNs“X in this case,`
Z, ωZ
˘ “ `Z˝rNs,̟rNs˘, pXi, ωiq “ `Z˝tiu;rNs,̟tiu;rNs˘ @ iPrN s,
pXI , ωIq “
`
Z˝I;rNs,̟I;rNs
˘ @ I PP˚pNq; (6.8)
see (4.36), (4.41), and (4.39). The I“rN s cases of (4.12) and (4.14) become
rφ” rφrNs : pS1qN‚ ˆ`XˆCN˘ ÝÑ XˆCN , rφpg;x, zq “ `φpg;xq, φCN pg´1; zq˘, (6.9)rZ” rZ˝rNs “  `x, pzjqjPrNs˘PXˆCN: pµpxqqi´ 12 |zi|2“pµpxqqj´ 12 |zj |2 @ i, j PrN s(. (6.10)
By (6.8), (4.16), and (4.17), the symplectic manifold pZ, ωZq of Corollary 4.10 is given by
Z “ rZ{rφ, q˚ωZ “ `π˚1ω`π˚2ωCN ˘ˇˇ rZ , (6.11)
where q : rZÝÑZ is the quotient map. The manifolds pXi, ωiq and their submanifolds pXI , ωIq are
the symplectic submanifolds of Z with zi “ 0 and zj “ 0 for all j P I, respectively. They are the
images under q of the subspaces rXi and rXI of rZ described in the same way. The map q∅ in (4.49)
is now given by
q∅ : U
ď
i “
 
xPX : pµpxqqiďpµpxqqj @ j PrN s
( ÝÑ Xi Ă X∅,
q∅pxq “ q
´
x,
´b
2pµpxqqij
j¯PrNs
¯
,
(6.12)
for each iPrN s, with pµpxqqij as in (4.3).
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A smooth map π : Z ÝÑ C as in Section 5.2 is determined by a tuple pfIqIPP˚pNq of smooth
functions as in Lemma 5.2. Since UZ;rNs“Z in this case, such a tuple can be constructed without
shrinking the original cover. For I PP˚pNq, iPI, and rx, pzjqjPI sPZ˝I , define
fI
`“
x, pzjqjPI
‰˘ “ ź
jPrNs´I
b
2pµpxqqij`|zi|2 ą 0 ;
the inequality holds by (6.3). By (6.10), the function fI does not depend on iP I. The associated
projection map is then given by
π
`“
x, pziqiPrNs
‰˘ “ frNs`“x, pziqiPrNs‰˘ź
iPrNs
zi “
ź
iPrNs
zi . (6.13)
The proofs of Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4 with I “ rN s and rfrNs“ 1 show that ĂWrNs“ rZ˝rNs satisfies the
conditions stated in these lemmas. Thus, ĂWrNs“ rZ˝rNs also satisfies the condition of Corollary 5.5.
In the proof of Lemma 5.6, WrNs then becomes qZpZ˝rNsq. From (6.8), we conclude that
Z 1 “ qZpZ˝rNsq “ Z ,
i.e. (6.13) defines a one-parameter family π of smoothings of X∅ “ π´1p0q without shrinking Z.
This conclusion also follows from (6.6) and (6.7).
Fix iPrN s and define
̺i : X ÝÑ Rě0, ̺ipxq “ max
 ´2pµpxqqij : j PrN s(. (6.14)
By the same reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 5.4, the equationź
jPrNs
`
2pµpxqqij`̺
˘ “ r2 (6.15)
has a unique solution ̺“̺ipr, xq in r̺ipxq,8q for each rPRě0. For rPR`, it lies in p̺ipxq,8q and
depends smoothly on pr, xq. For x PX such that the maximum in (6.14) is achieved at a unique
value j PrN s, the function
pr, x1q ÝÑ
b
2pµpx1qqij`̺ipr, x1q
is smooth around px, 0q. Define F in (6.5) by
F
`
r, peiθjqjPrNs, x
˘ “ q´x, `eiθjb2pµpxqqij`̺ipr, xq j˘PrNs¯. (6.16)
This function is independent of the choice of i P rN s. It is continuous everywhere and smooth
outside of the points p0, g, xq such thatˇˇ 
j PrN s : ̺ipxq“´2pµpxqqij
(ˇˇ ě 2,
i.e. on the complement of F´1pXBq. It restricts to (6.12) over tp0, idquˆX. By (6.13), (6.1), and
(6.15), F satisfies the second property in (6.6) as well. By the same reasoning as in the proof of
Corollary 4.13, each map (6.7) is a symplectomorphism.
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Let pφT, µTq be a Hamiltonian T-pair for pX,ωq compatible with pφ, µq. We define a Hamiltonian
T-pair for pXˆCN , π˚1ω`π˚2ωCN q byrφZ;T : Tˆ`XˆCN˘ ÝÑ XˆCN , rφZ;Tpg;x, zq “ `φTpg;xq, z˘, (6.17)rµZ;T : XˆCN ÝÑ t˚, rµZ;Tpx, zq “ µTpxq . (6.18)
Since the φT-action preserves µ and commutes with the φ-action, the action (6.17) restricts to an
action on (6.10) and descends to a T-action
φZ;T : TˆZ ÝÑ Z
on Z. Since the moment map µT is φ-invariant, (6.18) descends to a smooth map
µZ;T : Z ÝÑ t˚.
By (6.11), pφZ;T, µZ;Tq is a Hamiltonian T-pair for pZ, ωZq. Since the actions of φ and φT commute,
µT is φ-invariant, and µ is φT-invariant, (6.17) and (6.18) imply that pφZ;T, µZ;Tq is compatible
pφZ , µZq. By (6.16), (6.17), and (6.18),
φZ;T
`
g1;F pr, g, xq˘ “ F `r, g, φTpg1;xq˘, µZ;T`F pr, g, xq˘ “ µTpxq, (6.19)
i.e. F intertwines pφT, µTq and pφZ;T, µZ;Tq.
It remains to establish the last claim. Since UZ;I“qZpqZ;Ip rZ˝I qq, (6.8) and (4.36) give
UZ;I “ q
` rZ˝rNs,I˘ “ q` rZXpUIˆCN q˘.
Combining this with the first equation in (6.3) and (6.18) for µT“µ, we obtain
UZ;I “
 rx, zsPZ : pµpxqqiăpµpxqqj @ iPI, j PrN s´I(
“  rx, zsPZ : `µZprx, zsq˘ iă`µZprx, zsq˘ j @ iPI, j PrN s´I(. (6.20)
By (4.53), the second equation in (6.3), and (6.17) for φT“φ,
φZ;I “ φZ
ˇˇ
pS1qI‚ˆUZ;I
. (6.21)
By (4.54), the third equation in (6.3), and (6.18) for µT“µ,
µZ;I “ rI ˝µZ
ˇˇ
UZ;I
. (6.22)
By (6.20)-(6.22), CZ“CφZ ,µZ .
By (6.6) and the first property in (6.19),
φZ;TpTˆXiq “ Xi @ iPrN s, π
`
φZ;Tpg; yq
˘ “ πpyq.
By (6.7) and (6.19), the restriction (6.7) of F induces an isomorphism
Fr,g :
`
X,ω, φT, µT
˘ ÝÑ `π´1pλq, ωZ |π´1pλq, φZ;T|Tˆπ´1pλq, µZ;T|Tˆπ´1pλq˘
whenever λ” rρ‚pgq ‰ 0. Since CZ “CφZ ,µZ , the pφT, µTq “ pφ, µq case of this statement implies
that Fr,g identifies the cutting configuration (6.4) for pX,ωq with the restriction of the induced
Hamiltonian configuration CZ to π
´1pλq.
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6.2 A local example
For N PZ`, let
C
N
0 “
ď
iPrNs
C
N
i and C
N
B “
ď
IPP˚pNq
|I|“2
C
N
I
be the union of the coordinate hyperplanes and the union of the codimension 2 coordinate sub-
spaces, respectively. Thus, CN0 and C
N
B are the SC symplectic variety and its singular locus asso-
ciated to the SC symplectic configuration
XCN ”
`pCNI qIPP˚pNq, pωCN |CNi qiPrNs˘ (6.23)
as in (2.2) and (2.3). Let
πCN : C
N ÝÑ C, πCN px1, . . . , xN q “ x1. . .xN . (6.24)
The tuple pCN , ωCN , πCN q is then a one-parameter family of smoothings of the SC symplectic va-
riety CN0 in the sense of the sentence after Definition 2.6.
Under the identifications (1.2), the restriction homomorphism
r‚ : t
˚
N ÝÑ t˚N ;‚ “ RN
L pa, . . . , aqPRN : aPR(, η ÝÑ η|tN;‚ ,
is the quotient map. Let pφCN , µCN q be the standard Hamiltonian pair for pCN , ωCN q given
by (4.11). The maximal N -fold Hamiltonian configuration
CCN ” Cφ
CN
|
pS1qN‚ ˆC
N ,r‚˝µCN
” `UCN ;I , φCN ;I , µCN ;I˘IPP˚pNq (6.25)
determined by this pair via (6.3) is given by
UCN ;I “
 px1, . . . , xN qPCN : |xi|ă|xj | @ iPI, j PrN s´I(,
φCN ;I : pS1qI‚ˆUI ÝÑ UI , µCN ;I
`pxiqiPrNs˘ “ 12“`|xi|2˘iPI‰ P t˚I;‚ .
The associated pS1q-actions and Hamiltonians in (3.5) are
φCN ;ij : S
1ˆCN ÝÑ CN , `φCN ;ijpeiθ;x1, . . . , xN q˘k “
$’&’%
e´sij iθxk, if k“ i;
esij iθxk, if k“j;
xk, otherwise;
hCN ;ij : C
N ÝÑ R, hCN ;ijpx1, . . . , xN q “
sij
2
`|xj|2´|xi|2˘.
The Hamiltonian configuration (6.25) is not a cutting configuration, as it does not satisfy the ad-
ditional conditions of Definition 1.2 if Ně2. On the other hand, the restriction of CCN to CN´CNB
satisfies these conditions and thus is an N -fold cutting configuration.
Fix λPC˚. Let
pS1qNλ “ ρ´1‚
`
λ{|λ|˘, X “  px1, . . . , xN qPCN : x1. . .xN“λ(, ω “ ωCN ˇˇX . (6.26)
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Since X is preserved by the restriction of the φCN -action to pS1qN‚ ,
C ” CCN
ˇˇ
X
” Cφ
CN
|
pS1qN‚ ˆX
,r‚˝µCN |X
” `UI , φI , µI˘IPP˚pNq (6.27)
is an N -fold Hamiltonian configuration. Since the full φCN -action does not preserve X, the present
situation is a special case of the setting of Lemma 6.1 and not of Lemma 6.5.
Lemma 6.3. The tuple C in (6.27) is a maximal N -fold cutting configuration for pX,ωq.
Proof. By the first statement of Lemma 6.1, (6.27) is a maximal N -fold Hamiltonian configuration
for pX,ωq. Since the φCN -action is free on CN´CN0 , the φI -action is free on X for each I PP˚pNq.
By the second statement of Lemma 6.1, (6.27) is thus a cutting configuration.
Proposition 6.4. Suppose pZ, ωZq is the symplectic manifold determined by (6.27) via the con-
struction of Section 4 and π, F , φZ , and µZ are the associated maps provided by Proposition 6.2.
There is a natural smooth map qF : pS1qNλ ˆCN ÝÑ Z (6.28)
such that qFg : `CN , ωCN ˘ ÝÑ `Z, ωZ˘, x ÝÑ qF pg, xq, (6.29)
is a symplectomorphism for every gPpS1qNλ ,qF `pS1qNλ ˆCNi ˘ “ Xi @ iPrN s, π` qF pg, zq˘ “ πCN pzq, qF |pS1qN
λ
ˆX “ F |t|λ|uˆpS1qN
λ
ˆX , (6.30)
φZ
`
g1; qF pg, zq˘ “ qF `g, φCN pg1; zq˘, µZ` qF pg, zq˘ “ r‚`µCN pzq˘. (6.31)
Proof. The action (6.9) in this case reduces to
rφ : pS1qN‚ ˆ `XˆCN˘ ÝÑ XˆCN , rφpg;x, zq “ `φCN pg;xq, φCN pg´1; zq˘. (6.32)
The symplectic manifold pZ, ωZq of Corollary 4.10 is described by (6.10) and (6.11), which becomerZ “  ` pxjqjPrNs, pzjqjPrNs˘PCNˆCN: ź
iPrNs
xi“λ, |xi|2´|zi|2“|xj |2´|zj|2 @ i, j PrN s
(
,
Z “ rZ{rφ, q˚ωZ “ `π˚1ωCN`π˚2ωCN ˘ˇˇ rZ , (6.33)
where q : rZÝÑZ is the quotient map. The manifolds pXi, ωiq and their submanifolds pXI , ωIq are
again the symplectic submanifolds of Z with zi“ 0 and zj “ 0 for all j P I, respectively. They are
the images under q of the subspaces rXi and rXI of rZ described in the same way.
Fix iPrN s and define
̺i : C
N ÝÑ Rě0, ̺ipzq “ max
 ´2`µCN pzq˘ ij : j PrN s(,
where
`
µCN pzq˘ ij “
1
2
`|zj |2´|zi|2˘ @ z”pzjqjPrNs P CN .
For each zPCN , let ̺λ;ipzqPp̺ipzq,8q be the unique solution of the equationź
jPrNs
`
2pµCN pzqqij`̺
˘ “ |λ|2 (6.34)
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in ̺; this is a special case of the equation (6.15). Define qF in (6.28) by
qF `peiθjqjPrNs, pzjqjPrNs˘ “ q´`eiθjb|zj |2´|zi|2`̺λ;ippzkqkPrNsq j˘PrNs, pzjqjPrNs¯. (6.35)
This function is independent of the choice of iPrN s.
By the reasoning in the proof of Corollary 4.13 with the x and z components of Z interchanged,
each map (6.29) is a symplectomorphism. Since Xi“qp rXiq, qF satisfies the first property in (6.30).
By (6.13) and (6.24), it also satisfies the second property in (6.30). By (6.18) for µT“r‚˝µCN ,
(6.35), and (4.11),
µZ
` qF `peiθjqjPrNs, pzjqjPrNs˘˘ “  r‚˝µCN(´` eiθjb|zj |2´|zi|2`̺λ;ippzkqkPrNsq j˘PrNs¯
“ 1
2
r‚
´`
|zj |2´|zi|2`̺λ;ippzkqkPrNsq j˘PrNs
¯
“ 1
2
r‚
``|zj |2 j˘PrNs˘ “ r‚`µCN `pzjqjPrNs˘˘.
This establishes the second claim in (6.31). Since each map (6.29) is a symplectomorphism, the
second claim in (6.31) implies the first one.
Suppose peiθjqjPrNs PpS1qNλ and pzjqjPrNs PX. Let`
eiθ
1
j
˘
jPrNs
“ `e´iθjzj{|zj |˘jPrNs P pS1qN‚ .
By the uniqueness of the solution of (6.34),
|zj |2 ´ |zi|2 ` ̺λ;i
`pzj˘jPrNsq “ |zj |2 @ j PrN s. (6.36)
Combining this with (6.35), (6.33), and (6.32), we obtain
qF `peiθjqjPrNs, pzjqjPrNs˘ “ q´` eiθ1jeiθj|zj | j˘PrNs, `e´iθ1jzj˘jPrNs¯ “ q p´zjqjPrNs, `eiθj |zj |˘jPrNs¯.
The last property in (6.30) now follows from (6.36) and (6.16).
By Proposition 6.4, the restriction (6.29) of qF induces an isomorphism
qFg : `CN , ωCN ,XpC q,X∅, πCN , φCN |pS1qN‚ ˆCN , r‚˝µCN ˘ ÝÑ `Z, ωZ ,XCN ,CN0 , π, φZ , µZ˘,
where XpC q is the SC symplectic configuration determined by (6.27) and X∅ is the associated
SC symplectic divisor. By (6.25) and the last statement of Proposition 6.2, this implies thatqFg identifies the Hamiltonian configuration (6.25) for pCN , ωCN q and the induced Hamiltonian
configuration CZ for pZ, ωZq.
6.3 Further refinements
For a Hamiltonian pS1qN -manifold pX,ω, φ, µq, the global quotient description of the main construc-
tions of this paper provided by the proof of Proposition 6.2 gives rise to a Hamiltonian S1-action
on pZ, ωZq which is free on the complement of the SC symplectic divisor X∅ĂZ; see Lemma 6.5.
If in addition X is compact, this action can be used to “cut” off a precompact neighborhood of X∅
in Z to form a one-parameter family of smoothings of X∅ with compact total space p pZa, ω pZ;aq and
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projection map (6.2) which is equivariant with respect to the induced S1-action on pZa and the
standard S1-action on P1 given by
φP1 : S
1ˆP1 ÝÑ P1, φP1
`
eiθ; rw, zs˘ “ “w, eiθz‰. (6.37)
For the purposes of Corollary 6.6 below, let
pP10 “ “´0, 1qˆS1˘\`P1´ r1, 0s(˘¯M„, p0, 1qˆS1 Q`r, eiθ˘ „ “1, reiθ‰ P P1´ r1, 0s( ; (6.38)
this is the disk obtained from P1 by replacing r1, 0s with S1. Let
qP1 : pP10 ÝÑ P1
be the natural projection map restricting to the inclusion of P1´tr1, 0su.
Lemma 6.5. Suppose N PZ`, pX,ω, φ, µq is a regular Hamiltonian pS1qN -manifold, pZ, ωZq is the
symplectic manifold determined by (6.4) via the construction of Section 4, and π is the associated
map provided by Proposition 6.2. There is then a natural Hamiltonian S1-pair pφZ;S1 , µZ;S1q for
pZ, ωZq such that
φZ;S1pS1ˆXiq “ Xi @ iPrN s, π
`
φZ;S1peiθ; yq
˘ “ eiθπpyq. (6.39)
If pφT, µTq is a Hamiltonian T-pair for pX,ωq compatible with pφ, µq, then the associated Hamilto-
nian T-pair pφZ;T, µZ;Tq for pZ, ωZq provided by Proposition 6.2 is compatible with pφZ;S1 , µZ;S1q.
Proof. We continue with the notation and setup of Proposition 6.2. In this case, the components
pµpxqqi PR of µpxqP t˚ are well-defined. For iPrN s, let
ιi : S
1 ÝÑ pS1qN
be the inclusion as the i-th component. Define a Hamiltonian S1-pair for pXˆCN , π˚1ω`π˚2ωCN q byrφZ;S1;i : S1ˆ`XˆCN˘ ÝÑ XˆCN , rφZ;S1;i`eiθ;x, z˘ “ `φ`ιipe´iθq;x˘, φCN `ιipeiθq; z˘˘ , (6.40)rµZ;S1;i : XˆCN ÝÑ R, rµZ;S1;ipx, zq “ ´`µpxq˘ i` 12 |zi|2 . (6.41)
By the same reasoning as below (6.18), this pair descends to a Hamiltonian S1-pair
φZ;S1 : S
1ˆZ ÝÑ Z, µZ;S1 : Z ÝÑ R, (6.42)
for pZ, ωZq. By (6.10), the restriction of (6.41) to rZ is independent of the choice of iPrN s. Thus,
so is the pair (6.42). Since (6.40) preserves the subspace rXi of rZ, φZ;S1 preserves the subspace Xi
of Z. By (6.13) and (6.40), (6.42) satisfies the second property in (6.39) as well. If pφT, µTq is a
Hamiltonian T-pair for pX,ωq compatible with pφ, µq, then the actions of rφZ;S1;i and rφZ;T commute,rµZ;T is rφZ;S1;i-invariant, and rµZ;S1;i is rφT;Z -invariant. This implies the last claim.
In the setting of Proposition 6.2, an extra Hamiltonian S1-action on pZ, ωZq can be obtained via
the diagonal action of S1 on the CN -component in (6.10). However, the action of pS1qN`1 on Z
obtained by combining this action with φZ is not effective even if the pS1qN -action φ is effective.
In contrast, the action of pS1qN`1 on Z obtained by combining the S1-action of Lemma 6.5 with
with φZ is effective if the φ-action is effective; see Theorem 3.
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Corollary 6.6. Suppose N P Z`, pX,ω, φ, µq is a compact regular Hamiltonian pS1qN -manifold,
and pZ, ωZq, X∅, q∅, and pφZ;S1 , µZ;S1q are as in Proposition 6.2 and Lemma 6.5. For every
a P R sufficiently large, there exist a natural compact symplectic manifold p pZa, ω pZ;aq, an open
neighborhood Z 1a of X∅ in Z, continuous surjections
pπ : pZa ÝÑ P1, fa : Z 1a ÝÑ pZa, and pFa : pP10ˆX ÝÑ pZa, (6.43)
and a Hamiltonian S1-pair pφ pZ;S1;a, µ pZ ;S1;aq for p pZa, ω pZ;aq so that pπ is a one-parameter family of
smoothings of the SC symplectic variety pZa;0”pπ´1pr1, 0sq, pFa is smooth outside of pF´1a pfapXBqq,pFap0, 1, xq “ fa`q∅pxq˘, pπ` pFapw, xq˘ “ qP1pwq, pπ`φ pZ;S1;apeiθ; yq˘ “ eiθpπpyq, (6.44)
and the maps
fa :
`
Z 1a, ωZ ,X∅, φZ;S1 , µZ;S1
˘ ÝÑ ` pZa´pπ´1pr0, 1sq, ω pZ ;a, pZa;0, φ pZ ;S1;a, µ pZ;S1;a˘, (6.45)pFa;w : pX,ωq ÝÑ `pπ´1pwq, ω pZ ;aˇˇpπ´1pwq˘, x ÝÑ pFapw, xq, @wPP1´tr1, 0su, (6.46)
are isomorphisms. Every Hamiltonian T-pair pφT, µTq for pX,ωq compatible with pφ, µq determines
a Hamiltonian T-pair pφ pZ;T, µ pZ;Tq for p pZa, ω pZ;aq so that pφ pZ;T, µ pZ ;Tq is compatible with the pair
pφ pZ ;S1;a, µ pZ;S1;aq and with the Hamiltonian pS1qN‚ -pair pφ pZ , µ pZq for p pZa, ω pZ;aq determined by pφ, µq
and is intertwined with pφT, µTq by pFa and with the pair pφZ;T, µZ;Tq of Proposition 6.2 by fa.
Proof. We split pZ, ωZq into a compact piece p pZ , ω pZq containing a neighborhood Z 1a of X∅ and
the “infinite remainder”. We use the symplectic cut construction of [11] with the S1-action φZ;S1 ,
moment map µZ;S1 , and its value
a ą ´ min
iPrNs
min
xPX
`
µpxq˘
i
. (6.47)
This corresponds to the construction of Proposition 6.2 with N“2,
φ“φS1;‚ : pS1q2‚ˆZ ÝÑ Z, φS1;‚
``
eiθ, e´iθ
˘
; y
˘ “ φZ;S1`eiθ; y˘,
µ“µS1;‚ : Z ÝÑ t˚2;‚, µS1;‚pyq “ r‚
`
µZ;S1pyq, a˘ .
By (6.39), the restriction of the φS1;‚-action to Z´X∅ is free. By (6.41) and (6.47), µ´1S1;‚p0q is dis-
joint from X∅ and so the restriction of the φS1;‚-action to µ
´1
S1;‚
p0q is free. Thus, pZ, ω, φS1;‚, µS1;‚q
is a regular Hamiltonian pS1q2‚-manifold. By Lemma 6.1 and Corollary 4.13, pZ, ω, φS1;‚, µS1;‚q
thus determines symplectic manifolds p pZ1, ω pZ;1q and p pZ2, ω pZ;2q with a common smooth symplectic
divisor pZ12. We denote p pZ1, ω pZ;1q and pZ12 by p pZa, ω pZ ;aq and pZa;8, respectively.
By the proof of Proposition 6.2,
pZa “ qZaL„, pZa;8 “ qZa;8L„ Ă pZa, whereqZa “  py,wqPZˆC : µZ;S1pyq“a´ 12 |w|2(, qZa;8 “ qZaX`Zˆt0u˘, (6.48)
py,wq „ `φZ;S1peiθ; yq, eiθw˘ .
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Let pq : qZa ÝÑ pZa be the quotient map. The map fa in (6.43) is the restriction of the collapsing
map q∅ for this symplectic cut to the preimage of pZa,
fa : Z
1
a”
 
yPZ : µZ;S1pyqďa
( ÝÑ pZa, fapyq “ pq´y,b2`a´µZ;S1pyq˘¯. (6.49)
By Corollary 4.13, its restriction
fa : Z
1
a”
 
yPZ : µZ;S1pyqăa
( ÝÑ pZa´ pZa;8
is a symplectomorphism with respect to the symplectic forms ωZ and ω pZ;a.
Let π : ZÝÑC be as in Proposition 6.2 and define
pπ : pZa ÝÑ P1, pπ`pqpy,wq˘ “ “w, πpyq‰. (6.50)
Since pZa;8 is disjoint from fapX∅q“fapπ´1p0qq, this map is well-defined. Furthermore,
pZa;0 ” pπ´1`r1, 0s˘ “ fa`π´1p0q˘ “ fapX∅q. (6.51)
Thus, fa identifies X∅ with pZa;0. The facts that pπ is a submersion outside of pZa;0 and ω pZ;a|pπ´1pλq
is a symplectic form whenever λ‰r1, 0s follow from the first statement in (6.44) and (6.46).
With the notation as in the proof of Lemma 6.5, define an pS1qN -action on XˆCN`1 by
rφN`1 : pS1qNˆ`XˆCN`1˘ ÝÑ XˆCN`1, rφN`1`ιipeiθq;x, z, w˘ “ `rφZ;S1;ipeiθ;x, zq, eiθw˘.
By (6.9), (6.10), and (6.48),
pZa “ rZN`1;aLrφN`1, whererZN`1;a “ "`x, pziqiPrNs, w˘PXˆCN`1 : ´`µpxq˘ i` 12 |zi|2 “ a´ 12 |w|2 @ iPrN s
*
.
(6.52)
The symplectic form ω pZ;a on pZa is determined by the condition
pq ˚N`1;aω pZ;a “ `π˚1ωX`π˚2ωCN`1˘ˇˇ rZN`1;a , (6.53)
where pqN`1;a : rZN`1;aÝÑ pZa is the quotient map. By (6.51),
pZa;0 “ rZN`1;a;0LrφN`1, where rZN`1;a;0 “ ď
iPrNs
 `
x, pzjqjPrNs, w
˘P rZN`1;a : zi“0(.
In particular, rZąN`1;a ” rZN`1;a X `XˆpR`qNˆC˘
is a slice for the rφN`1-action on rZN`1;a´ rZN`1;a;0 identified by pqN`1;a with pZa´ pZa;0.
For each xPCˆX, let
̺pxq “ 2min a`pµpxqqi : iPrN s( P R`; (6.54)
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see (6.47). For each pw, xqPCˆX, let ̺pw, xqPr0, ̺pxqs be the unique solution of the equation
|w|2
ź
iPrNs
`
2
`
a`pµpxqqi
˘´̺˘ “ ̺ (6.55)
in ̺. As ̺ increases from 0 to ̺pxq, the left-hand side of (6.55) decreases from a positive value to 0
if w‰0. Thus, ̺pw, xq is well-defined, depends smoothly on pw, xq, anda
̺pw, xq “ |w| gpw, xq (6.56)
for some smooth R`-valued function g on CˆX. Define pFa in (6.43) bypFaprw, 1s, x˘ “ pqN`1;a´x, `b2`a`pµpxqqi˘´̺pw, xq˘iPrNs, wgpw, xq¯. (6.57)
By (6.50), (6.55), and (6.56), pFa satisfies the second property in (6.44). By the same reasoning as
in the proof of Corollary 4.13 and (6.53), each map (6.46) is a symplectomorphism.
Under the identification in (6.38), (6.57) becomes
pFapr, eiθ, x˘ “ pqN`1;a´x, `b2`a`pµpxqqi˘´ρpr, xq˘iPrNs, e´iθaρpr, xq¯, (6.58)
where ρ“ρpr, xq is the unique solution ofź
iPrNs
`
2
`
a`pµpxqqi
˘´ρ˘ “ r2ρ
in r0, ̺pxqs. It extends continuously over r“0 as ρp0, xq“̺pxq. Thus, (6.58) extends continuously
over t0uˆS1ˆX. By (6.12) and (6.49), this extension satisfies the first property in (6.44). By the
continuity of both sides, it also satisfies the second property in (6.44). The functions
pr, xq ÝÑ
b
2
`
a`pµpxqqi
˘´ρpr, xq, iPrN s,
are smooth at p0, xq if the minimum in (6.54) is reached at a unique i P rN s. Thus, the func-
tion (6.58) is smooth outside of the preimage of fapXBq.
By Proposition 6.2, the Hamiltonian S1-pair pφZ;S1 , µZ;S1q for pZ, ωZq determines a Hamiltonian
S1-pair pφ pZ ;S1;a, µ pZ;S1;aq for p pZa, ω pZ;aq such that
φ pZ;S1;a`eiθ; fapyq˘ “ fa`φZ;S1peiθ; yq˘, µ pZ;S1;a`fapyq˘ “ µZ;S1pyq @ eiθ PS1, yPZ 1a;
this establishes (6.45). By (6.50), the second property in (6.39), and (6.37), φ pZ;S1;a also satisfies
the third property in (6.44).
Let pφT, µTq be a Hamiltonian T-pair for pX,ωq compatible with pφ, µq. By Proposition 6.2 ap-
plied to pφZ;T, µZ;Tq, pφT, µTq determines a Hamiltonian pair pφ pZ ;T, µ pZ;Tq for p pZa, ω pZ;aq. By this
proposition and Lemma 6.5, pφ pZ;T, µ pZ ;Tq is compatible with pφ pZ;S1;a, µ pZ ;S1;aq and pφ pZ , µ pZq and is
intertwined with pφ pZ;T, µ pZ;Tq by fa. Since pφT, µTq is compatible with pφ, µq, the solution ̺pw, xq
of (6.55) is φT-invariant. By (6.57) and the construction of the induced Hamiltonian pair,
φ pZ;T`g; pFapw, xq˘ “ pFa`w,φTpg;xq˘ , µ pZ;T` pFapw, xq˘ “ µTpxq, (6.59)
i.e. pFa thus intertwines pφT, µTq and pφ pZ;T, µ pZ;Tq.
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By the second property in (6.44) and the first property in (6.59),
pπ`φ pZ;Tpg; yq˘ “ pπpyq.
An analogue C pZ of the cutting configuration (4.52) for the symplectic manifold p pZa, ω pZ;aq of Corol-
lary 6.6 can be constructed from the initial cutting configuration (6.4) via (6.48) as in Section 4.5.
By the same reasoning as in the proof of Proposition 6.2, C pZ is then the cutting configuration deter-
mined by the Hamiltonian pair pφ pZ , µ pZq for p pZa, ω pZ;aq. By (6.46) and (6.59), the restriction (6.46)
of pFa induces an isomorphismpFa;w : `X,ω, φT, µT˘ ÝÑ `pπ´1pλq, ω pZ ;a|pπ´1pλq, φ pZ;T|Tˆpπ´1pλq, µ pZ;T|pπ´1pλq˘
whenever λ”qP1pwq‰r1, 0s. Since C pZ“Cφ pZ ,µ pZ , the pφT, µTq“pφ, µq case of this statement implies
that pFa;w identifies the cutting configuration (6.4) for pX,ωq with the restriction of C pZ to pπ´1pλq.
6.4 Degenerations and moment polytopes
Suppose T«pS1qk is a k-torus and pX,ω, φT, µTq is a compact connected Hamiltonian T-manifold.
By the Atiyah-Guillemin-Sternberg Convexity Theorem [3, Theorem 27.1],
∆ ” µTpXq Ă t˚
is then a convex polytope. The Hamiltonian T-pair pφT, µTq for pX,ωq gives rise to Hamilto-
nian pS1qN -pairs for pX,ωq; the latter in turn determine Hamiltonian configurations for pX,ωq
as in (6.3). In this section, we describe the effect of the constructions of this paper with cutting
configurations arising in this way on the moment polytope ∆.
For ξP t, define
Lξ : t
˚ ÝÑ R, Lξpηq “ xη, ξy, hξ”Lξ˝µT : X ÝÑ R, hξpxq “ Lξ
`
µTpxq
˘
.
A vector ξP t is called integral if its time 2π-flow in T generates a circle subgroup S1ξ ĂT. An integral
vector ξ determines a homomorphism and an S1-action,
̺ξ : S
1 ÝÑ S1ξ and φξ : S1ˆX ÝÑ X,
respectively; the latter is the composition of the T-action φT with the former. The action φξ com-
mutes with the T-action and has Hamiltonian hξ. We denote by ΛtĂ t the lattice of integral vectors
and by Λ˚t Ă t˚ the dual lattice. An integral vector ξ P t is called primitive if ξ{m is not integral for
any integer mą1. The homomorphism ̺ξ is injective if and only if ξ is primitive.
Suppose ξPΛt is primitive, ǫPR is a regular value of hξ, and the S1ξ -action on the hypersurfacerVǫ ”  xPX : hξpxq“ǫ( Ă X
is free. By [11, Remark 1.5], the 2-fold symplectic cut construction with the S1ξ -action and Hamil-
tonian hξ´ǫ then cuts X along rVǫ into two symplectic manifolds, pX´, ω´q and pX`, ω`q, with
Hamiltonian T-actions and moment polytopes
∆´ “
 
ηP∆: Lξpηqďǫ
(
and ∆` “
 
ηP∆: Lξpηqěǫ
(
,
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respectively.
Our N -fold symplectic cut construction produces more complicated subdivisions of the moment
polytope ∆. Fix a tuple pξi, ǫiqiPrNs in pΛtˆRqN . For iPrN s and aPR, define
Li “ Lξi´ǫi : t˚ ÝÑ R, ∆i ”∆i
`pξj, ǫjqjPrNs˘ “  ηP∆: LipηqďLjpηq @ j PrN s(,p∆a ” p∆a`pξj , ǫjqjPrNs˘ “  pη, uqP∆ˆR : ´ min
iPrNs
Lipηq ď u ď a
(
.
(6.60)
For I PP˚pNq, let
∆I”∆I
`pξi, ǫiqiPrNs˘ “  ηP∆: LipηqďLjpηq @ iPI, j PrN s(.
For our purposes, a pair pξi, ǫiq such that the polytope ∆i is empty can be dropped from the con-
sideration (thus reducing the value of N).
The polytopes ∆i with iPrN s subdivide ∆; the first diagram in Figure 2 shows such a subdivision
for the data of Example 6.9. For generic choices of ǫi PR, the intersection of each ∆I with a facet
of ∆ is a polytope of codimension |I|´1 in the facet. By Proposition 6.10 in the next section,
this property needs to hold for the N -fold Hamiltonian configuration (6.63) for pX,ωq determined
by the tuple pξi, ǫiqiPrNs to be a cutting configuration. By Theorem 3 below, the polytopes ∆i are
then the moment polytopes of the Hamiltonian T-manifolds pXi, ωi, φT;i, µT;iq determined by the
construction of Section 4. If
a ą ´ min
iPrNs
min
ηP∆
Lipηq , (6.61)
then p∆a is the polytope rising from the graph of the function
∆ ÝÑ R, η ÝÑ ´ min
iPrNs
`
Lipηq˘ ,
to the “horizontal” hyperplane t˚ˆtau in t˚ˆR. This graph consists of N polytopes ∆1i with
πt˚p∆1iq“∆i, where
πt˚ : t
˚‘R ÝÑ t˚
is the projection map. The second diagram in Figure 2 shows such a polytope p∆a for the data of
Example 6.9. If (6.63) is a cutting configuration and (6.61) holds, then p∆a is the moment polytope
of the symplectic manifold p pZa, ω pZ;aq of Corollary 6.6 with the Hamiltonian pTˆS1q-pair obtained
by combing the pairs pφ pZ ;T, µ pZ;Tq and pφ pZ ;S1;a, µ pZ;S1;aq.
With pξi, ǫiqiPrNs as above and ιi as in the proof of Lemma 6.5, we define a Hamiltonian pS1qN -pair
for pX,ωq by
φ : pS1qNˆX ÝÑ X, φ`ιipeiθq;x˘ “ φξipeiθ;x˘,
µ : X ÝÑ RN , µpxq “ `LipµTpxqq˘ iPrNs. (6.62)
Let
Cφ,µ ” CφT,µT
`pξi, ǫiqiPrNs˘ ” `UI , φI , µI˘IPP˚pNq (6.63)
be the associated maximal N -fold Hamiltonian configuration for pX,ωq as in (6.4). In particular,
UďI ”
 
xPX : LipµTpxqqďLjpµTpxqq @ iPI, j PrN s
( “ µ´1
T
`
∆I
˘ @ I PP˚pNq. (6.64)
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For an arbitrary Hamiltonian pS1qN -pair for pX,ωq, the configuration (6.4) is the case of (6.63)
with pφT, µTq“pφ, µq, ξiPZN being the standard i-th coordinate vector, and ǫi“0.
We call a tuple pξi, ǫiqiPrNs as above regular if the associated pS1qN -Hamiltonian manifold pX,ω, φ, µq
is regular as defined above Lemma 6.1. Proposition 6.10 in Section 6.5 provides a geometric
interpretation of this criterion in terms of the Delzant condition of [3, Definition 28.1].
Theorem 3. Suppose T is a k-torus, pX,ω, φT, µTq is a compact connected Hamiltonian T-space,
and pξi, ǫiqiPrNs is a regular tuple in pΛtˆRqN . The tuple (6.63) is then a maximal N -fold cutting
configuration for pX,ωq. For every aPR sufficiently large, this tuple determines
(1) a compact symplectic manifold p pZa, ω pZ;aq containing the tuple pXi, ωiqiPrNs of the cut symplectic
manifolds of Corollary 4.13 as an SC symplectic divisor X∅ and
(2) a Hamiltonian pTˆS1q-pair pφ pZ;a, µ pZ;aq such that
φ pZ;a`TˆS1ˆXi˘ “ Xi @ iPrN s, µ pZ;a` pZa˘ “ p∆a . (6.65)
For all i P I Ă rN s, the preimage of ∆I under πt˚ ˝µ pZ;a|Xi is the symplectic submanifold pXI , ωIq
of pXi, ωiq determined by (6.63). If the φT-action is effective, then so is the φ pZ;a-action. The
deformation equivalence class of smoothings of X∅ determined by (6.63) is represented by a nearly
regular symplectic fibration pπ : pZaÝÑP1 equivariant with respect to the projection TˆS1ÝÑS1.
Proof. Since the tuple pξi, ǫiqiPrNs is regular, (6.63) is a maximal N -fold cutting configuration
for pX,ωq by Lemma 6.1. By Theorem 1, it thus determines a symplectic manifold pZ, ωZq and
a tuple pXi, ωiqiPrNs of symplectic manifolds contained in pZ, ωZq as an SC symplectic divisor X∅.
For aPR sufficiently large, let p pZa, ω pZ;aq,
pπ : pZa ÝÑ P1, fa : Z 1a ÝÑ pZa,
pφ pZ ;S1;a, µ pZ;S1;aq, and pφ pZ;T, µ pZ;Tq be the associated objects provided by Corollary 6.6. In partic-
ular, fa embeds X∅ as an SC symplectic divisor into the compact symplectic manifold p pZa, ω pZ;aq.
The required condition (6.47) on aPR in this case becomes (6.61).
Since the Hamiltonian T-pair pφ pZ;T, µ pZ ;Tq and the Hamiltonian S1-pair pφ pZ ;S1;a, µ pZ;S1;aq are com-
patible, they determine a Hamiltonian pTˆS1q-pair pφ pZ ;a, µ pZ;aq with
µ pZ;a“`µ pZ;T, µ pZ ;S1;a˘ : pZa ÝÑ t˚‘R.
Since pπ is S1-equivariant, it is equivariant with respect to the projection TˆS1ÝÑS1. Since
the φ pZ;T- and φ pZ ;S1;a-actions preserve Xi Ă pZa, so does the φ pZ;a-action. By Corollary 6.6 and
Proposition 6.2,
µZ;T “ µ pZ;T˝fa and µT “ µZ;T˝q∅ , (6.66)
respectively. Combining these statements with (6.64) and Corollary 4.13, we obtain 
πt˚ ˝µ pZ;a(´1p∆Iq XX∅ ” µ´1pZ;Tp∆Iq X fapX∅q “ fa`µ´1Z;Tp∆IqXX∅˘ “ fa`µ´1Z;Tp∆IqXq∅pXq˘
“ fa
`
q∅
`
µ´1
T
p∆Iq
˘˘ “ fa`q∅pUďI q˘ “ fapXIq ” XI
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for every I PP˚pNq.
With the notation as in (6.52), define
rφ pZ ;a : TˆS1ˆ rZN`1;a ÝÑ rZN`1;a, rφ pZ;a`g, eiθ;x, z, w˘ “ `φTpg;xq, z, e´iθw˘, (6.67)rµ pZ;a : rZN`1;a ÝÑ t˚‘R, rµ pZ;apx, z, wq “ ´µTpxq, a´ 12 |w|2¯. (6.68)
By construction, the pair prφ pZ ;a, rµ pZ;aq descends to the pair pφ pZ ;a, µ pZ;aq on the quotient in (6.52).
By (6.68) and (6.66), πt˚pµ pZ;ap pZaqq“∆. Since pµpxqqi“LipµTpxqq, (6.52) and (6.68) give 
uPR : pη, uqPµ pZ ;ap pZaq( “  uPR : ´Lipηqďuďa @ iPrN s( @ ηP∆.
This establishes the second statement in (6.65).
Suppose the φ pZ ;a-action of pg, eiθqPTˆS1 on pZa is trivial. Let
z“pziqiPrNs P CN , ry ” `x, z, w˘ P rZN`1;a, and `eiθi˘iPrNs P pS1qN
be such that
zi ‰ 0 @ iPrN s, w ‰ 0, rφ pZ;a`g, eiθ;x, z, w˘ “ rφN`1`peiθiqiPrNs;x, z, w˘. (6.69)
By (6.67) and the first and last assumptions in (6.69), eiθi “ 1 for every i P rN s. By the second
assumption in (6.69), this in turn implies that eiθ“1. Since the projection
rZN`1;a X `XˆpCN`1´CN`10 q˘ ÝÑ X
is surjective, it follows that the φT-action of g on X is trivial. If the φT-action is effective, the
φ pZ ;a-action is thus effective as well.
The compatible Hamiltonian pairs pφZ;T, µZ;Tq and pφZ;S1 , µZ;S1q for pZ, ωZq provided by Propo-
sition 6.2 and Lemma 6.5 give rise to a Hamiltonian pTˆS1q-pair pφZ;8, µZ;8q for the symplectic
manifold pZ, ωZq determined by (6.63) if the tuple pξi, ǫiqiPrNs is regular. The corresponding mo-
ment “polytope” is
µZ;8pZq “ p∆8” pη, uqP∆ˆR : ´ min
iPrNs
Lipηq ď u
(
.
The moment polytope of p pZa, ω pZ;a, φ pZ ;a, µ pZ;aq is obtained by cutting off this infinite “polytope” at
the level u“ a of the moment map for the S1-action φZ;S1 , as expected from the proof of Corol-
lary 6.6 and [11, Remark 1.5].
By Corollary 6.6, the fibers p pZa;λ, ω pZ;a;λq of the map pπ in Theorem 3 over P1´tr1, 0su with the
Hamiltonian T-pair pφ pZ;T, µ pZ ;Tq are canonically isomorphic to pX,ωq with the pair pφT, µTq. The
fibers over r1, 0s and r0, 1s are preserved by the full TˆS1-action φ pZ ;a on pZa. The restriction of
the S1-action to the latter is in fact trivial; this is reflected in the “top” face of the polytope p∆a
in (6.60) being “horizontal”. The fibers over C˚ Ă P1 are not preserved by the S1-action. Their
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images µ pZ;ap pZa;λqĂ p∆a do not depend the angular component of λ. The restriction of πt˚ to
µ pZ;ap pZa;λq is surjective onto ∆ and has one-dimensional fibers.
A compact connected Hamiltonian T-manifold pX,ω, φT, µTq is a symplectic toric manifold if the
T-action φT is effective and dimRX“2 dimRT. By Theorem 3, p pZa, ω pZ;a, φ pZ ;a, µ pZ;aq is a symplectic
toric manifold if pX,ω, φT, µTq is. The projection t‘RÝÑR then induces a projection from the
toric fan of pZa to the toric fan of P1. The projection pπ in Theorem 3 is the projective morphism
induced by πR; see [2, Proposition VII.1.16]. We can think of pπ as a one-parameter family of Ka¨hler
manifolds smoothing pZa;0 “X∅ into pZa;8 «X. The vertical edges of the polytope p∆a in (6.60)
correspond to holomorphic sections of pπ.
The configuration (6.63), which determines the output of Theorems 1 and 2, depends only on the
restriction of the Hamiltonian pS1qN -pair pφ, µq defined by (6.62) to the subtorus pS1qN‚ ĂpS1qN .
The latter is determined by a tuple pξij, ǫijqi,jPrNs in pΛtˆ RqNˆN satisfying the one-cocycle condition`
ξij, ǫij
˘` `ξjk, ǫjk˘ “ `ξik, ǫik˘ @ i, j, kPrN s.
A tuple pξi, ǫiqiPrNs in pΛtˆRqN cobounding pξij , ǫijqi,jPrNs, i.e.`
ξij , ǫij
˘ “ `ξj, ǫj˘´ `ξi, ǫi˘ @ i, j PrN s, (6.70)
determines an extension of the Hamiltonian pS1qN‚ -pair determined by pξij , ǫijqi,jPrNs to an pS1qN -pair.
If pξ1i, ǫ1iqiPrNs is another tuple satisfying (6.70), then there exists pξ, ǫq in ΛtˆR such that`
ξ1i, ǫ
1
i
˘ “ `ξi, ǫi˘` pξ, ǫq @ iPrN s.
Along with (6.40) and (6.41), this implies that
φ1Z;S1
`
eiθ; y
˘ “ φZ;T`ρξpe´iθq;φZ;S1peiθ; yq˘, µ1Z;S1pyq “ µZ;S1pyq´Lξ`µZ;Tpyq˘`ǫ .
As indicated by Example 6.7, the deformation equivalence class of the symplectic manifold p pZa, ω pZ;aq
of Theorem 3 in general depends on the choice of such a coboundary.
Example 6.7. Let ωP1 denote the doubled Fubini-Study symplectic form on P
1, i.e.
ωP1
ˇˇ
z
“ 2ωCp1`|z|2q2 @ zPCĂP
1.
We take pX,ωq“pP1, ωP1q, T“S1, φT“φP1 as in (6.37),
µT”µP1 : P1 ÝÑ R, µP1
`rw, zs˘ “ |z|2|w|2`|z|2 , N “ 1, ξ1 “ m P Z“Λt, ǫ1 “ 0.
Thus, Z“P1ˆC, p∆a is the polytope in the first diagram of Figure 1, and
pπ : pZa“Fm ÝÑ P1
is the m-th Hirzebruch surface with the canonical projection; see [3, Homework 22.3]. We conclude
that p pZa, ω pZ;aq depends on the parity of m in this case.
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u“a
p∆a
p1,´mq
p0, 0q
0 1∆1 ∆2∆12
∆
X
p∆a
p1,´mq
X1
X2
Figure 1: The polytope p∆a for the one-parameter “degeneration” of symplectic manifolds for the
data of Example 6.7, the subdivision of ∆ into two polytopes for the data of Example 6.8, and the
polytope p∆a for the associated one-parameter family of symplectic manifolds degenerating X“P1
into X∅“P1_P1.
Example 6.8. With pX,ω, φT, µTq as in Example 6.7 and mPZ, we now take
N “ 2, ξ1 “ m`1, ξ2 “ m, ǫ1 “ 1
2
, ǫ2 “ 0.
The tuple pξi, ǫiqiPr2s is then regular. The polytopes ∆ for pφT, µTq, ∆i for the cut symplectic
manifolds pXi, ωiq with i “ 1, 2, and p∆a for the symplectic manifold p pZa, ω pZ;aq containing X1Y
X2 as an SC symplectic divisor are shown in the second and third diagrams of Figure 1. By
[3, Homework 22.2], p pZa, ω pZ;a, φ pZ ;a, µ pZ;aq is a symplectic manifold that can be constructed as
either a toric blowup of Fm or a toric blowup of Fm`1. By Delzant’s Classification Theorem [3,
Theorem 28.2], this quadruple depends on the choice of m. However, the deformation equivalence
class of the symplectic manifold p pZa, ω pZ;aq is independent of this choice.
Example 6.9. With the notation as in Example 6.7, we now take
X “ P1ˆP1, ω “ 3π˚1ωP1`2π˚2ωP1 , T“pS1q2,
φT“φP1ˆφP1 : TˆX ÝÑ X, µT “
`
3µP1˝π1´2, 2µP1 ˝π2´1
˘
: X ÝÑ R2,
ξ1 “ p0, 0q, ξ2 “ p1, 0q, ξ3 “ p0, 1q, ǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ3“0.
The associated subdivision of ∆ “ r´2, 1sˆr´1, 1s is shown in the first diagram of Figure 2. It
corresponds to a 3-fold symplectic cut of P1ˆP1 into X1“P1ˆP1, a one-point blowup X2 of P1ˆP1,
and X3 “ F1. The smooth divisors X12,X13 ĂX1 are one of the horizontal lines and one of the
vertical lines and thus have normal bundles of degree 0. The smooth divisors X12,X23 ĂX2 are
the proper transform of a ruling of P1ˆP1 through the blowup point and the exceptional divisor,
respectively, and thus have normal bundles of degree ´1. The smooth divisors X13,X23ĂX3 are
the exceptional divisor and a fiber and thus have normal bundles of degrees ´1 and 0, respectively.
Since X123 is a single point in this case, the restrictions of the line bundle OXBpX∅q in (2.9)
to X12,X13,X23 are thus of degree 0. Since X12,X13,X23 « P1 are simply connected, this line
bundle has a unique homotopy class of trivializations. The second diagram in Figure 2 shows the
polytope (6.60) for the associated symplectic toric TˆS1-manifold p pZa, ω pZ;a, φ pZ ;a, µ pZ;aq.
6.5 Admissible decompositions of polytopes
Suppose T is a k-torus and ∆Ă t˚ is a convex polytope as before. For each v P∆, let dvp∆q PZě0
be the dimension of the minimal facet ∆v of ∆ containing v. If v P∆ is a vertex, let Evp∆q be
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∆1
∆2
∆3
0
0
´1
´1
´1
0
X1
X2
X3
X
Figure 2: The subdivision of ∆ into three polytopes for the data of Example 6.9 and the polytope p∆a
for the associated one-parameter family of symplectic manifolds degenerating X (the top face) into
the SC symplectic variety X1YX2YX3. The numbers next to each edge ∆ij “ ∆iX∆j in the
first diagram are the degrees of the normal bundles of the symplectic submanifold pXij , ωijq in the
symplectic manifolds pXi, ωiq.
the set of edges of ∆ containing v. For each ePEvp∆q, we denote by e{v P∆ the vertex of e other
than v. A vertex v of a polytope ∆Ă t˚ is called smooth if there exist a Z-basis tueuePEvp∆q for Λ˚t
and a tuple pte,vqePEvp∆q in REvp∆q so that
e{v “ v`te,vue P t˚ @ ePEvp∆q.
The smoothness of a vertex v P∆ implies that |Evp∆q| “ k and the slope of each edge e P Evp∆q
is rational with respect to the lattice Λ˚t . A polytope ∆Ă t˚ is Delzant if every vertex vP∆ is smooth.
Let pX,ω, φT, µTq be a compact connected Hamiltonian T-manifold with moment polytope ∆. For
a tuple pξi, ǫiqiPrNs in pΛtˆRqN , let ∆iĂ∆ be as in (6.60). For each vP∆, define
Iv “ tiPrN s : vP∆i
(
.
We call pξi, ǫiqiPrNs a quasi-regular tuple if every polytope ∆iĂ∆ is Delzant, ξi´ξj is a primitive
element of Λt for all i, j PrN s distinct such that ∆ij‰∅, and
|Iv| ď dvp∆q`1 @ vP∆. (6.71)
The last condition is equivalent to the same condition for all vertices v of the polytopes ∆i with
i P rN s. By dimensional considerations, the inequality in (6.71) for any given vertex v P ∆i is
equivalent to the equality for the same vertex. An example of a subdivision for a quasi-regular
tuple is shown in the first diagram in Figure 2.
By (6.71), the combinatorics of the subdivision of ∆ determined by a quasi-regular tuple pξi, ǫiqiPrNs
does not change under sufficiently small changes in the values of ǫi. The next proposition relates
the combinatorial notion of quasi-regularity for pξi, ǫiqiPrNs to the geometric notion of regularity
for the induced Hamiltonian configuration (6.63).
Proposition 6.10. Suppose N PZ`, pX,ω, φT, µTq is a compact connected Hamiltonian T-manifold,
and pξi, ǫiqiPrNs is a tuple in pΛtˆRqN . If this tuple is regular, then it is quasi-regular. If it satis-
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fies (6.71) and pǫiqiPrNs is generic, then the φI -action of pS1qI‚ on µ´1I p0q has at most finite stabi-
lizers for every I PP˚pNq. If pX,ω, φT, µTq is a toric symplectic manifold and the tuple pξi, ǫiqiPrNs
is quasi-regular, then it is regular.
For i, j PrN s, let ξij“ξi´ξj. For each vP t˚, let
tv ”
 
ξP t : Lξpη´vq“0 @ ηP∆v
(
be the annihilator of the vectors contained in ∆v. By [2, Corollary IV.4.13], tv is the R-span of a
sublattice of Λt and thus generates a subtorus Tv Ă T. For I PP˚pNq, define
Lt˚;I : t
˚ ÝÑ t˚I;‚ “ RI
L pa, . . . , aqPRI : aPR(, Lt˚;Ipηq “ “`Lipηq i˘PI‰,
Kt˚;I “
 
ηP t˚ : Lξipηq“Lξj pηq @ i, j PI
(
.
Thus,
Ann
`
Kt˚;I
˘ ”  ξP t : Lξpηq“0 @ ηPKt˚;I( “ SpanR ξij : i, j PI(, (6.72)
ker
`
dvLt˚;I : Tvt
˚ÝÑ t˚I;‚
˘ “ Kt˚;I Ă t˚ @ vP t˚.
Since the dimension of the space on the right-hand side of (6.72) is at most |I|´1,
dim
`
Tv∆vXKt˚;Iv
˘ ě dvp∆q ´ dim`SpanR ξij : i, j PIv(˘ ě dvp∆q`1´|Iv| @ vP t˚ . (6.73)
For xPX, let
Tx “
 
gPT : φTpg;xq“x
(
and tx “ Ann
`
Im
`
dxµT : TxX ÝÑ Tvt˚
˘˘
(6.74)
be the stabilizer of x and the Lie algebra of Tx, respectively.
Lemma 6.11. Let N PZ` and pξj, ǫjqjPrNs PpΛtˆRqN . The conditions (6.71), the homomorphism
dvLt˚;Iv : Tv∆v ÝÑ t˚I;‚ (6.75)
is surjective for all vP∆, and the kernel of the homomorphism
TvˆpS1qIv‚ ÝÑ T,
`
g, peiθiqiPIv
˘ ÝÑ gź
iPIv
̺ξi` e
iθi
˘
, (6.76)
is finite for all vP∆ are equivalent.
Proof. We show that each of the three conditions of Lemma 6.11 is equivalent to
dim
`
SpanR
 
ξij : i, j PIv
(˘ “ |Iv|´1, tv X SpanR ξij : i, j PIv( “  0( @ vP∆ . (6.77)
Suppose v P∆. The first equality in (6.77) is equivalent to the second inequality in (6.73) being
an equality; the second equality in (6.77) is equivalent to the first inequality in (6.73) being an
equality. Thus, the two equalities in (6.77) for a fixed vP∆ are equivalent to
dim
`
Tv∆vXKt˚;Iv
˘ “ dvp∆q`1´|Iv | (6.78)
and thus to the surjectivity of the homomorphism (6.75).
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The kernel of the homomorphism (6.76) is finite if and only if the homomorphism
tv ‘ tIv;‚ ÝÑ t,
`
ξ, priqiPIv
˘ ÝÑ ξ ` ÿ
iPIv
riξi ,
is injective. By (1.2), the latter is the case if and only if (6.77) holds.
If v is a vertex of ∆i for some iPrN s, then
Tv∆vXKt˚;Iv “ t0u and dvp∆q ď |Iv|´1.
The inequality (6.71) for a given vertex v P ∆i is thus equivalent to (6.78) and so to the two
equalities in (6.77) for v. If vP∆i is arbitrary and v1 Pp∆iqv is a vertex of the minimal facet of ∆i
containing v, then
Iv1 Ą Iv, SpanR
 
ξij : i, j PIv1
( Ą SpanR ξij : i, j PIv(, tv1 Ą tv.
The two equalities in (6.77) with v replaced by v1 thus imply the two equalities in (6.77) themselves.
Since the same is also the case for the inequality in (6.71), we conclude that the conditions (6.71)
and (6.77) are equivalent.
Lemma 6.12. Let N PZ` and pξj , ǫjqjPrNs P pΛtˆRqN . The tuple pξj , ǫjqjPrNs is quasi-regular if
and only if the homomorphism (6.76) is injective for all vP∆.
Proof. Let vP∆ and iPIv . By (1.2), the injectivity of the homomorphism (6.76) is equivalent to
Λt X
`
tv`SpanR
 
ξij : j PIv
(˘ “ Λtv ‘ à
jPIv´i
Zξij . (6.79)
If (6.79) holds, then ξij PΛt is a primitive element for every j P Iv´i. If in addition v is a vertex
of ∆i, then (6.79) implies that it is smooth. Along with Lemma 6.11, this implies that the tuple
pξj , ǫjqjPrNs is quasi-regular.
Suppose the tuple pξj, ǫjqjPrNs is quasi-regular. Let iPrN s and vP∆i. By the proof of Lemma 6.11,
the two equalities in (6.77) hold. Thus, (6.79) holds when tensored with R. Since ξij P Λt is
primitive for every j PIv´i and a vertex v1 Pp∆iqv is smooth, (6.79) itself holds as well.
Lemma 6.13. Suppose N PZ`, pξj , ǫjqjPrNs PpΛtˆRqN satisfies (6.71), vP∆, and xPµ´1pvq. The
homomorphism
dxµIv : TxX ÝÑ t˚Iv;‚ (6.80)
is surjective if and only if the kernel of the homomorphism
TxˆpS1qIv‚ ÝÑ T,
`
g, peiθiqiPIv
˘ ÝÑ gź
iPIv
̺ξi` e
iθi
˘
, (6.81)
is finite.
Proof. By the definitions of Iv and ∆i, pµpxqqiďpµpxqqj for all iP Iv and j P rN s and the equality
holds if and only if j P Iv. Thus, x PUIv and the homomorphism (6.80) is well-defined. We show
that each condition of Lemma 6.13 is equivalent to
tx X SpanR
 
ξij : i, j PIv
( “  0( . (6.82)
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By Lemma 6.11 and its proof, the homomorphism (6.75) is surjective and both equalities in (6.77)
hold in the present case.
Since µIv“Lt˚;Iv ˝µT,
dxµIv“dvLt˚;Iv ˝dxµT : TxX ÝÑ Tvt˚ ÝÑ t˚Iv;‚ . (6.83)
By the definition of ∆v,
Im
`
dxµT : TxX ÝÑ Tvt˚
˘ Ă Tv∆v . (6.84)
By the surjectivity of the homomorphism (6.75), the surjectivity of the homomorphism (6.80) is
thus equivalent to
Tv∆v Ă Im
`
dxµT
˘`Kt˚;Iv .
By (6.72) and (6.74), this condition is in turn equivalent to
tv Ą tx X SpanR
 
ξij : i, j PIv
(
.
In light of the second equality in (6.77), the last condition is equivalent to (6.82).
The finiteness of the kernel of (6.81) is equivalent to the injectivity of the homomorphism
tx ‘ tIv;‚ ÝÑ t,
`
ξ, priqiPIv
˘ ÝÑ ξ ` ÿ
iPIv
riξi.
By (1.2) and the first equality in (6.77), the latter is equivalent to (6.82).
Proof of Proposition 6.10. Let v P∆ and x P µ´1pvq. Thus, x Pµ´1Iv p0q and TxĄTv. Further-
more, the projection
TxˆpS1qIv‚ ÝÑ pS1qIv‚
restricts to an isomorphism from the kernel of the homomorphism (6.81) to the stabilizer of the
φIv -action on x. If this stabilizer is trivial, then the homomorphisms (6.81) and (6.76) are injective.
Since µ´1pvq‰∅ for every vP∆, Lemma 6.12 thus implies the first claim of Proposition 6.10.
Suppose the tuple pξj , ǫjqjPrNs satisfies (6.71) and the homomorphism (6.80) is surjective. By
Lemma 6.13, the homomorphism (6.81) then has finite kernel and so the stabilizer of the φIv -
action on x is finite. The homomorphism (6.80) is surjective if rpεiqiPI sP t˚I;‚ is a regular value of
the smooth map µI on UI for all I PP˚pNq. By Sard’s Theorem [14, p10], this is the case if the
tuple pεiqiPrNs is generic. This establishes the second claim of Proposition 6.10.
By (6.83) and Lemma 6.11, the homomorphism (6.80) is surjective if the tuple pξi, ǫiqiPrNs sat-
isfies (6.71) and the inclusion (6.84) is an equality. Suppose pX,ω, φT, µTq is a toric symplectic
manifold. By [2, Corollary IV.4.14], the inclusion (6.84) is then an equality. Furthermore, Tx“Tv.
Since the inclusion (6.84) is an equality, this statement is equivalent to the connectedness of Tx.
The latter is implied by each toric symplectic manifold being the quotient of a subset rXτM of Ck1
by the restriction of the standard pS1qk1-action to an action of a pk1´kq-subtorus T1ĂpS1qk1 with
T“pS1qk1{T1 and φT being the induced action; see [18, Section 2.1] for the relevant details. Thus,
the stabilizer Tx of the point xPX determined by a point rxP rXτM is the quotient of the stabilizer
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pS1qk1rx ĂpS1qk1 of rx by its intersection with T1. Since pS1qk1rx is connected, so is Tx.
Suppose pX,ω, φT, µTq is a toric symplectic manifold and the tuple pξi, ǫiqiPrNs is quasi-regular. By
the previous paragraph, the homomorphism (6.80) is then surjective. Since Tx“Tv, the triviality
of the stabilizer of the φIv -action on x is equivalent to the injectivity of the homomorphism (6.76).
The latter is the case by Lemma 6.12. This establishes the last claim of Proposition 6.10.
The example below provides decompositions of moment polytopes for Hamiltonian S1-manifolds
pX,ω, φT, µTqwith effective actions. These decompositions arise from quasi-regular tuples pξi, ǫiqiPr2s
that are not regular. Example 6.14 illustrates that assuming that the action is Hamiltonian and
the tuple pξi, ǫiqiPrNs is quasi-regular is not sufficient to overcome either of the two deficiencies
of the second statement of Proposition 6.10 as compared to the third. On the other hand, our
degeneration and symplectic cut construction can be applied whenever the φI -action on µ
´1
I p0q has
at most finite stabilizers for all I PP˚pNq. It would then produce symplectic orbifolds. Thus, the
combinatorics of polytope decompositions in the context of Theorem 3 fit most naturally with the
category of symplectic orbifolds (rather than just manifolds).
Example 6.14. Let ωP1 and pφP1 , µP1q be as in Example 6.7. Let
pX,ωq “ `P1ˆP1, π˚1ωP1`π˚2ωP1˘ and T “ S1.
Fix m1,m2 PZ` and define
φT : S
1ˆX ÝÑ X, φT
`
eiθ; z1, z2
˘ “ `φP1peim1θ; z1˘, φP1peim2θ; z2q˘,
µT : X ÝÑ R, µTpz1, z2q “ m1µP1pz1q`m2µP1pz2q .
The tuple pX,ω, φT, µTq is then a Hamiltonian S1-manifold. The associated moment polytope ∆ is
the interval r0,m1`m2s. Two of the four φT-fixed points, P80 and P08, are mapped to the interior
points m1 and m2. A setting for the usual N “ 2 symplectic cut configuration of [11] in this case
is obtained by taking
ξ ” ξ2´ξ1 “ 1 P Z“ΛR and ǫ “ ǫ1´ǫ2 P p0,m1`m2
˘
.
The associated decomposition breaks ∆ into the intervals ∆1“r0, ǫs and ∆2“rǫ,m1`m2s. In this
case, φ12“φT under a suitable identification pS1q2‚“S1. Since dxµT“0 if and only if x is a φT-fixed
point, the φ12-action on µ
´1
12 p0q “ µ´1T pǫq is non-trivial if and only if ǫ‰m1,m2. This illustrates
the necessity of the “generic” assumption in Proposition 6.10. Since the subgroups Zm1 ,Zm2ĂS1
act trivially on P1ˆt0,8u and t0,8uˆP1, respectively, the φ12-action on µ´112 p0q is not free for
any ǫP p0,m1`m2q unless m1,m2“1. However, the φT-action on X is effective if m1 and m2 are
relatively prime.
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